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Timelike proton form factor in PQCD 

form factors at largeQ2, has the form [38, 86, 23]

GM (Q2) →
α2

s(Q
2)

Q4
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n,m

bnm

(
log
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)γB
n +γB

n

×
[
1 + O

(
αs(Q

2),
m2

Q2

)]
. (13)

where the γB
n are computable anomalous dimensions [87]

of the baryon three-quark wave function at short distance,

and the bmn are determined from the value of the distribu-

tion amplitude φB(x, Q2
0) at a given point Q

2
0 and the nor-

malization of TH . Asymptotically, the dominant term has

the minimum anomalous dimension. The contribution from

the endpoint regions of integration, x ∼ 1 and y ∼ 1, at fi-
nite k⊥ is Sudakov suppressed [30, 86, 38]; however, the

endpoint region may play a significant role in phenomenol-

ogy.

The proton form factor appears to scale at Q2 >
5 GeV2 according to the PQCD predictions. Nucleon

form factors are approximately described phenomeno-

logically by the well-known dipole form GM (Q2) $
1/(1 + Q2/0.71 GeV2)2 which behaves asymptotically as
GM (Q2) $ (1/Q4)(1− 1.42 GeV2/Q2 + · · ·) . This sug-
gests that the corrections to leading twist in the proton form

factor and similar exclusive processes involving protons

become important in the rangeQ2 < 1.4 GeV2.

Measurements for the timelike proton form factor using

pp → e+e− annihilation are reported in Ref. [7]. The re-
sults are consistent with perturbative QCD scaling. The

ratio of the timelike to spacelike form factor depends in

detail on the analytic continuation of the QCD coupling,

anomalous dimensions [68].

The shape of the distribution amplitude controls the nor-

malization of the leading-twist prediction for the proton

form factor. If one assumes that the proton distribution am-

plitude has the asymptotic form: φN = Cx1x2x3, then the

convolution with the leading order form for TH gives zero!

If one takes a non-relativistic form peaked at xi = 1/3, the
sign is negative, requiring a crossing point zero in the form

factor at some finiteQ2. The broad asymmetric distribution

amplitudes advocated by Chernyak and Zhitnitsky [88, 89]

gives a more satisfactory result. If one assumes a constant

value of αs = 0.3, and fN = 5.3×10−3GeV2, the leading

order prediction is below the data by a factor of≈ 3. How-
ever, since the form factor is proportional to α2

sf
2
N , one

can obtain agreement with experiment by a simple renor-

malization of the parameters. For example, if one uses the

central value [90] fN = 8 × 10−3GeV2, then good agree-

ment is obtained [91]. The normalization of the proton’s

distribution amplitude is also important for determining the

proton’s lifetime [92, 93].

A useful technique for obtaining the solutions to the

baryon evolution equations is to construct completely an-

tisymmetric representations as a polynomial orthonormal

basis for the distribution amplitude of multi-quark bound

states. In this way one obtain a distinctive classification of

nucleon (N) and Delta (∆) wave functions and the cor-
responding Q2 dependence which discriminates N and ∆
form factors. More recently Braun and collaborators have

shown how one can use conformal symmetry to classify the

eigensolutions of the baryon distribution amplitude [46].

They identify a new ‘hidden’ quantum number which dis-

tinguishes components in the λ = 3/2 distribution ampli-
tudes with different scale dependence. They are able to find

analytic solution of the evolution equation for λ = 3/2 and
λ = 1/2 baryons where the two lowest anomalous dimen-
sions for the λ = 1/2 operators (one for each parity) are
separated from the rest of the spectrum by a finite ‘mass

gap’. These special states can be interpreted as baryons

with scalar diquarks. Their results may support Carlson’s

solution [94] to the puzzle that the proton to∆ form factor

falls faster [21] than other p → N∗ amplitudes if the ∆
distribution amplitude has a symmetric x1x2x3 form.

SINGLE-SPIN POLARIZATION EFFECTS

AND THE DETERMINATION OF

TIMELIKE PROTON FORM FACTORS

Although the spacelike form factors of a stable hadron

are real, the timelike form factors have a phase structure re-

flecting the final-state interactions of the outgoing hadrons.

In general, form factors are analytic functions Fi(q2) with
a discontinuity for timelike momentum above the physical

threshold q2 > 4M2. The analytic structure and phases of
the form factors in the timelike regime are thus connected

by dispersion relations to the spacelike regime [95, 96, 97].

The analytic form and phases of the timelike amplitudes

also reflects resonances in the unphysical region 0 < q2 <
4M2 below the physical threshold [95] in the JPC = 1−−

channel, including gluonium states and di-baryon struc-

tures.

Any model which fits the spacelike form factor data with

an analytic function can be continued to the timelike re-

gion. Spacelike form factors are usually written in terms

of Q2 = −q2. The correct relation for analytic con-

tinuation can be obtained by examining denominators in

loop calculations in perturbation theory. The connection is

Q2 → q2e−iπ, or

lnQ2 = ln(−q2) → ln q2 − iπ . (14)

If the spacelike F2/F1 is fit by a rational function of Q2,

then the form factors will be relatively real in the timelike

region also. However, one in general gets a complex result

from the continuation.

At very large center-of-mass energies, perturbative

QCD factorization predicts diminished final interactions in

e+e− → HH, since the hadrons are initially produced
with small color dipole moments. This principle of QCD

color transparency [98] is also an essential feature [99] of

hard exclusive B decays [100, 101], and it needs to be

tested experimentally.

There have been a number of explanations and theoreti-

cally motivated fits of the new Jefferson laboratory F2/F1

Lepage and Sjb 
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• Define “Effective” form factor by

• Peak at threshold, sharp dips at 2.25 GeV, 
3.0 GeV.

• Good fit to pQCD prediction for high mpp.

Timelike Proton Form Factor

N. Berger

Symmetrize

August 21, 2005

Φ(x, z = z0 = 1
ΛQCD

) = 0
In the large ! limit:
M2 = π2

4 !2Λ2
QCD

Conformal Symmetry – Property of classical renormalizable Lagrangian

Poincare transformations plus

dilatation : xµ → λxµ

plus

conformal transformations : inversion[xµ → −xµ

x2
] × translation × inversion

F (s) ∝
log−2 s

Λ2

s2

1
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Time-like Form Factors

• All data measure absolute cross 
section GE = GM

• PANDA will provide independent 
measurement of GE and GM

• widest kinematic range in a single 
experiment

• Time-like form factors are complex

• precision experiments will reveal 
these structures

PANDA rangeB. Seitz
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More to explore

• Time-like form factors are analytically connected to space-like form factors 

• Time-like form factors are complex, get phase in addition

• expect a rich structure in time-like region from dispersion relation model

• even more to learn from single spin asymmetries

Hep:-ph/0507085

R. Baldini et al. EPJ C 46(2006) 412

B. Seitz
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e+

Measurement of  hadron time-like form factors
angular distributions 

Test QCD Counting Rules 
Conformal Symmetry: AdS/CFT
Hadron Helicity Conservation

FH(s) ∝ [1s ]
nH−1

Sz = 0

Tseagull = F (M2
HH̄

)

e+e− → BcBc

e+e− → DsDs

e+e− → J/ψηc

γ∗γ → V 0X

Leading power in 
QCD

γ∗

e+e− → "V jet X

Infamous J/ψ → ρπ decay:

Violates hadron helicity conservation

ψ′ → ρπ and ψ′′ → ρπ suppressed

Is there an Υ → ρπ puzzle?
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Proton timelike form factor. Kaon timelike form factor.

Q2|FK(13.48 GeV2)| = 0.85 ± 0.05(stat) ± 0.02(syst) GeV2

Q4|Gp
M(13.48 GeV2)| = 2.54 ± 0.36(stat) ± 0.16(syst) GeV4

The proton magnetic form factor result agrees with that measured in the reverse

reaction pp̄ → e+e− at Fermilab. The kaon form factor measurement is the first

ever direct measurement at |Q2| > 4 GeV2.

Northwestern University 16 K. K. Seth

New results from CLEO
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γ∗

e+e− → "V jet X

Infamous J/ψ → ρπ decay:

Violates hadron helicity conservation

ψ′ → ρπ and ψ′′ → ρπ suppressed

Is there an Υ → ρπ puzzle?

εµνστ εµV pν
V pσ

jet qτ

H+

H-

e+

e-
γ∗

e+e− → "V jet X

Infamous J/ψ → ρπ decay:

Violates hadron helicity conservation

ψ′ → ρπ and ψ′′ → ρπ suppressed

Is there an Υ → ρπ puzzle?

εµνστ εµV pν
V pσ

jet qτ

One-photon/two-photon 
interference gives electron-

positron asymmetry

Small Effect from Z0

• Two-photon exchange correction, elastic and 
inelastic nucleon channels, give significant; 
interference with one-photon exchange, destroys 
Rosenbluth method

Blunden, Melnitchouk; Afanasev, Chen,Carlson, Vanderhaegen, sjb
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q2!10 GeV2. The lower three models are also showing sig-
nificant contributions from GE ; at 90°, the difference be-

tween the curves shown and the value 0.5 is entirely due to

!GE!2.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have discussed how to measure baryon form factors in

the timelike region using polarization observables. Observ-

ing the baryon polarization in e"e#→BB̄ for spin-1/2 bary-

ons B may be the method of choice for determining the mag-

nitude and the phase of the form factor ratio GE /GM . In the

spacelike region, one recalls that at high Q2, the electric
form factor makes a small contribution to the cross section,
and the Rosenbluth method of separating it from the mag-
netic form factor, by its different angular dependence, is very
sensitive to experimental uncertainties and radiative correc-
tions !3". The more direct method is to use polarization trans-
fer !1,4". Similarly, in the timelike case, the angular distribu-
tion can be used to isolate !GE!, but the numerical size of the
GE contribution is small in many models, whereas two of the
three polarization observables are directly proportional to
GE . Additionally, the phase can only be measured using po-
larization.
The normal polarization Py is a single-spin asymmetry

and requires a phase difference between GE and GM . It is an
example of how time-reversal-odd observables can be non-
zero if final state interactions give interfering amplitudes dif-

FIG. 1. #Color online$. Predicted polarization Py in the timelike

region for selected form factor fits described in the text. The plot is

for %!45°. The four curves are for an F2 /F1&1/Q fit, using Eq.

#3.2$; the (log2Q2)/Q2 fit of Belitsky et al., Eq. #3.3$; an improved
(log2Q2)/Q2 fit, Eq. #3.4$; and a fit from Iachello et al., Eq. #3.5$.

FIG. 2. #Color online$. The predicted polarization Px in the

timelike region for %!45° and Pe!1. The four curves correspond
to those in Fig. 1.

FIG. 3. #Color online$. The predicted polarization Pz in the

timelike region for %!45° and Pe!1. The four curves correspond
to those in Fig. 1.

FIG. 4. #Color online$. The predicted differential cross section
'(%)(d'/d) . The four curves correspond to those in Fig. 1.
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We show that measurements of the proton’s polarization in e!e"→pp̄ strongly discriminate between ana-

lytic forms of models which fit the proton form factors in the spacelike region. In particular, the single-spin

asymmetry normal to the scattering plane measures the relative phase difference between the timelike GE and

GM form factors. The expected proton polarization in the timelike region is large, of the order of several tens

of percent.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.69.054022 PACS number!s": 13.88.!e, 13.40.Gp, 13.66.Bc

I. INTRODUCTION

The form factors of hadrons as measured in both the

spacelike and timelike domains provide fundamental infor-

mation on the structure and internal dynamics of hadrons.

Recent measurements #1$ of the electron-to-proton polariza-

tion transfer in e! "p→e"p! scattering at Jefferson Laboratory
show that the ratio of Sachs form factors #2$
GE
p (q2)/GM

p (q2) is monotonically decreasing with increasing

Q2#"q2, in strong contradiction with the GE /GM scaling
determined by the traditional Rosenbluth separation method.
The Rosenbluth method may in fact not be reliable, perhaps
because of its sensitivity to uncertain radiative corrections,
including two-photon exchange amplitudes #3$. The polariza-
tion transfer method #1,4$ is relatively insensitive to such
corrections.
The same data which indicate that GE for protons falls

faster than GM at large spacelike Q2 require in turn that
F2 /F1 falls more slowly than 1/Q

2. The conventional expec-
tation from dimensional counting rules #5$ and perturbative
QCD #6$ is that the Dirac form factor F1 should fall with a
nominal power 1/Q4 and the ratio of the Pauli and Dirac
form factors, F2 /F1, should fall like 1/Q

2 at high momen-
tum transfers. The Dirac form factor agrees with this expec-
tation in the range Q2 from a few GeV2 to the data limit of
31 GeV2. However, the Pauli/Dirac ratio is not observed to
fall with the nominal expected power, and the experimenters
themselves have noted that the data is well fit by F2 /F1
%1/Q in the momentum transfer range 2 to 5.6 GeV2.
The new Jefferson Laboratory results make it critical to

carefully identify and separate the timelike GE and GM form
factors by measuring the center-of-mass angular distribution
and by measuring the polarization of the proton in e!e"

→pp̄ or pp̄→!!!" reactions. The advent of high luminos-

ity e!e" colliders at Beijing, Cornell, and Frascati provides

the opportunity to make such measurements, both directly

and via radiative return.

Although the spacelike form factors of a stable hadron are

real, the timelike form factors have a phase structure reflect-

ing the final-state interactions of the outgoing hadrons. In

general, form factors are analytic functions Fi(q
2) with a

discontinuity for timelike momentum above the physical

threshold q2$4M 2. The analytic structure and phases of the

form factors in the timelike regime are thus connected by

dispersion relations to the spacelike regime #7–9$. The ana-
lytic form and phases of the timelike amplitudes also reflect

resonances in the unphysical region 0%q2%4M 2 below the

physical threshold #7$ in the JPC#1"" channel, including

gluonium states and dibaryon structures.

At very large center-of-mass energies, perturbative QCD

factorization predicts diminished final interactions in e!e"

→HH̄ , since the hadrons are initially produced with small
color dipole moments. This principle of QCD color transpar-
ency #10$ is also an essential feature #11$ of hard exclusive B
decays #12,13$, and thus needs to be tested experimentally.
There have been a number of explanations and theoreti-

cally motivated fits of the F2 /F1 data. Belitsky, Ji, and Yuan
#14$ have shown that factors of log(Q2) arise from a careful
QCD analysis of the form factors. The perturbative QCD
form Q2F2 /F1&log

2Q2, which has logarithmic factors mul-
tiplying the nominal power-law behavior, fits the large-Q2

spacelike data well. Others #15,16$ claim to find mechanisms
that modify the traditionally expected power-law behavior
with fractional powers of Q2, and they also give fits which
are in accord with the data. Asymptotic behaviors of the ratio
F2 /F1 for general light-front wave functions are investigated
in Ref. #17$. Each of the model forms predicts a specific
fall-off and phase structure of the form factors from s↔t

crossing to the timelike domain. A fit with the dipole poly-
nomial or nominal dimensional counting rule behavior would
predict no phases in the timelike regime.
As noted by Dubnickova, Dubnicka, and Rekalo, and by

Rock #18$, the existence of the T-odd single-spin asymmetry
normal to the scattering plane in baryon pair production

*Electronic address: sjbth@slac.stanford.edu
†Electronic address: carlson@physics.wm.edu
‡Electronic address: jhiller@d.umn.edu
§Electronic address: dshwang@sejong.ac.kr
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e!e"→BB̄ requires a nonzero phase difference between the

GE and GM form factors. The phase of the ratio of form

factors GE /GM of spin-1/2 baryons in the timelike region

can thus be determined from measurements of the polariza-

tion of one of the produced baryons. We shall show that

measurements of the proton polarization in e"e!→pp̄

strongly discriminate between the analytic forms of models

which have been suggested to fit the proton GE /GM data in

the spacelike region.

II. TIMELIKE MEASURES

The center-of-mass angular distribution provides the ana-

log of the Rosenbluth method for measuring the magnitudes

of various helicity amplitudes. The differential cross section

for e!e"→BB̄ when B is a spin-1/2 baryon is given in the

center-of-mass frame by

d!

d"
#

#2$

4q2
D , %2.1&

where $#!1!4mB
2 /q2 and D is given by

D#!GM!2%1"cos2'&"
1

(
!GE!2sin2'; %2.2&

we have used the Sachs form factors )2*

GM#F1"F2 ,

GE#F1"(F2 , %2.3&

with (+q2/4mB
2$1.

As we shall show, polarization observables can be used to

completely pin down the relative phases of the timelike form

factors. The complex phases of the form factors in the time-

like region make it possible for a single outgoing baryon to

be polarized in e!e"→BB̄ , even without polarization in the

initial state.

There are three polarization observables, corresponding to

polarizations in three directions which are perhaps best

called longitudinal, sideways, and normal but often denoted

z, x, and y, respectively. Longitudinal %z& when discussing the
final state means parallel to the direction of the outgoing

baryon. Sideways %x& means perpendicular to the direction of
the outgoing baryon but in the scattering plane. Normal %y&
means normal to the scattering plane, in the direction of

k!%p! , where k! is the electron momentum and p! is the baryon
momentum, with x, y, and z forming a right-handed coordi-

nate system.

The polarization Py does not require polarization in the

initial state and is )18*

Py#
sin 2' ImGE

*GM

D!(
#

%(!1 &sin 2' ImF2*F1

D!(
. %2.4&

The other two polarizations require initial state polarization.

If the electron has polarization Pe then )18*

Px#!Pe

2 sin ' ReGE
*GM

D!(
%2.5&

and

Pz#Pe

2 cos '!GM!2

D
. %2.6&

The sign of Pz can be determined from physical principles.

Angular momentum conservation and helicity conservation

for the electron and positron determine that Pz /Pe in the

forward direction must be "1, verifying the sign of the
above formula.

The polarization measurement in e"e!→pp̄ will require

a polarimeter for the outgoing protons, perhaps based on a

shell of a material such as carbon which has a good analyz-

ing power. However, timelike baryon-antibaryon production

can occur for any pair that is energetically allowed. Baryons

such as the , and - which decay weakly are easier to study,

since their polarization is self-analyzing.

The polarization observable Py is a manifestation of the

T-odd observable k!%p! •S! p , where S! p is the baryon polariza-
tion. This observable is zero in the spacelike case, but need

not be zero in the timelike case because final-state interac-

tions can give the baryon form factors a relative phase.

Notice the factor sin 2' in Py . The fact that this observ-

able vanishes at '#90° can be understood from first prin-

ciples. Since the leptons in the initial state are unpolarized,

the only vectorial information which the Jz#&1 photon can
transfer to the final state is the undirected line defined by the

electron and positron momenta. %This is equivalent to the
fact that the leptonic tensor L./ does not change under the

substitution k!→!k! . We work in the center of mass frame.&
We can nevertheless define a directed normal by rotating

from the lepton to the hadron momentum line through the

smaller angle. The observable Py is proportional to the dot

product of this directed normal with the baryon polarization.

However, at '#90° it is not possible to define the normal to
the lepton to hadron plane if there is no distinction between

k! and !k! , and thus one cannot obtain a nonzero polarization
observable. This is reflected in the extra cos' factor, included
in the sin 2', which one obtains from the detailed derivation

)18*.
Any model which fits the spacelike form factor data with

an analytic function can be continued to the timelike region.

Spacelike form factors are usually written in terms of Q2

#!q2. The correct relation for analytic continuation can be

obtained by examining denominators in loop calculations in

perturbation theory. The connection is Q2→q2e!i0, or

lnQ2#ln%!q2&→ln q2!i0 . %2.7&

If the spacelike F2 /F1 is fit by a rational function of Q
2,

then the form factors will be relatively real in the timelike

region also. However, one in general gets a complex result

from the continuation.

More sophisticated dispersion relation based continua-

tions could give more reliable results, if there are data also in
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e!e"→BB̄ requires a nonzero phase difference between the

GE and GM form factors. The phase of the ratio of form

factors GE /GM of spin-1/2 baryons in the timelike region

can thus be determined from measurements of the polariza-

tion of one of the produced baryons. We shall show that

measurements of the proton polarization in e"e!→pp̄

strongly discriminate between the analytic forms of models

which have been suggested to fit the proton GE /GM data in

the spacelike region.

II. TIMELIKE MEASURES

The center-of-mass angular distribution provides the ana-

log of the Rosenbluth method for measuring the magnitudes

of various helicity amplitudes. The differential cross section

for e!e"→BB̄ when B is a spin-1/2 baryon is given in the

center-of-mass frame by

d!

d"
#

#2$

4q2
D , %2.1&

where $#!1!4mB
2 /q2 and D is given by

D#!GM!2%1"cos2'&"
1

(
!GE!2sin2'; %2.2&

we have used the Sachs form factors )2*

GM#F1"F2 ,

GE#F1"(F2 , %2.3&

with (+q2/4mB
2$1.

As we shall show, polarization observables can be used to

completely pin down the relative phases of the timelike form

factors. The complex phases of the form factors in the time-

like region make it possible for a single outgoing baryon to

be polarized in e!e"→BB̄ , even without polarization in the

initial state.

There are three polarization observables, corresponding to

polarizations in three directions which are perhaps best

called longitudinal, sideways, and normal but often denoted

z, x, and y, respectively. Longitudinal %z& when discussing the
final state means parallel to the direction of the outgoing

baryon. Sideways %x& means perpendicular to the direction of
the outgoing baryon but in the scattering plane. Normal %y&
means normal to the scattering plane, in the direction of

k!%p! , where k! is the electron momentum and p! is the baryon
momentum, with x, y, and z forming a right-handed coordi-

nate system.

The polarization Py does not require polarization in the

initial state and is )18*

Py#
sin 2' ImGE

*GM

D!(
#

%(!1 &sin 2' ImF2*F1

D!(
. %2.4&

The other two polarizations require initial state polarization.

If the electron has polarization Pe then )18*

Px#!Pe

2 sin ' ReGE
*GM

D!(
%2.5&

and

Pz#Pe

2 cos '!GM!2

D
. %2.6&

The sign of Pz can be determined from physical principles.

Angular momentum conservation and helicity conservation

for the electron and positron determine that Pz /Pe in the

forward direction must be "1, verifying the sign of the
above formula.

The polarization measurement in e"e!→pp̄ will require

a polarimeter for the outgoing protons, perhaps based on a

shell of a material such as carbon which has a good analyz-

ing power. However, timelike baryon-antibaryon production

can occur for any pair that is energetically allowed. Baryons

such as the , and - which decay weakly are easier to study,

since their polarization is self-analyzing.

The polarization observable Py is a manifestation of the

T-odd observable k!%p! •S! p , where S! p is the baryon polariza-
tion. This observable is zero in the spacelike case, but need

not be zero in the timelike case because final-state interac-

tions can give the baryon form factors a relative phase.

Notice the factor sin 2' in Py . The fact that this observ-

able vanishes at '#90° can be understood from first prin-

ciples. Since the leptons in the initial state are unpolarized,

the only vectorial information which the Jz#&1 photon can
transfer to the final state is the undirected line defined by the

electron and positron momenta. %This is equivalent to the
fact that the leptonic tensor L./ does not change under the

substitution k!→!k! . We work in the center of mass frame.&
We can nevertheless define a directed normal by rotating

from the lepton to the hadron momentum line through the

smaller angle. The observable Py is proportional to the dot

product of this directed normal with the baryon polarization.

However, at '#90° it is not possible to define the normal to
the lepton to hadron plane if there is no distinction between

k! and !k! , and thus one cannot obtain a nonzero polarization
observable. This is reflected in the extra cos' factor, included
in the sin 2', which one obtains from the detailed derivation

)18*.
Any model which fits the spacelike form factor data with

an analytic function can be continued to the timelike region.

Spacelike form factors are usually written in terms of Q2

#!q2. The correct relation for analytic continuation can be

obtained by examining denominators in loop calculations in

perturbation theory. The connection is Q2→q2e!i0, or

lnQ2#ln%!q2&→ln q2!i0 . %2.7&

If the spacelike F2 /F1 is fit by a rational function of Q
2,

then the form factors will be relatively real in the timelike

region also. However, one in general gets a complex result

from the continuation.

More sophisticated dispersion relation based continua-

tions could give more reliable results, if there are data also in
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e!e"→BB̄ requires a nonzero phase difference between the

GE and GM form factors. The phase of the ratio of form

factors GE /GM of spin-1/2 baryons in the timelike region

can thus be determined from measurements of the polariza-

tion of one of the produced baryons. We shall show that

measurements of the proton polarization in e"e!→pp̄

strongly discriminate between the analytic forms of models

which have been suggested to fit the proton GE /GM data in

the spacelike region.

II. TIMELIKE MEASURES

The center-of-mass angular distribution provides the ana-

log of the Rosenbluth method for measuring the magnitudes

of various helicity amplitudes. The differential cross section

for e!e"→BB̄ when B is a spin-1/2 baryon is given in the

center-of-mass frame by
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2 /q2 and D is given by
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1

(
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GE#F1"(F2 , %2.3&

with (+q2/4mB
2$1.

As we shall show, polarization observables can be used to

completely pin down the relative phases of the timelike form

factors. The complex phases of the form factors in the time-

like region make it possible for a single outgoing baryon to

be polarized in e!e"→BB̄ , even without polarization in the

initial state.

There are three polarization observables, corresponding to

polarizations in three directions which are perhaps best

called longitudinal, sideways, and normal but often denoted

z, x, and y, respectively. Longitudinal %z& when discussing the
final state means parallel to the direction of the outgoing

baryon. Sideways %x& means perpendicular to the direction of
the outgoing baryon but in the scattering plane. Normal %y&
means normal to the scattering plane, in the direction of

k!%p! , where k! is the electron momentum and p! is the baryon
momentum, with x, y, and z forming a right-handed coordi-

nate system.

The polarization Py does not require polarization in the

initial state and is )18*
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The sign of Pz can be determined from physical principles.

Angular momentum conservation and helicity conservation

for the electron and positron determine that Pz /Pe in the

forward direction must be "1, verifying the sign of the
above formula.

The polarization measurement in e"e!→pp̄ will require

a polarimeter for the outgoing protons, perhaps based on a

shell of a material such as carbon which has a good analyz-

ing power. However, timelike baryon-antibaryon production

can occur for any pair that is energetically allowed. Baryons

such as the , and - which decay weakly are easier to study,

since their polarization is self-analyzing.

The polarization observable Py is a manifestation of the

T-odd observable k!%p! •S! p , where S! p is the baryon polariza-
tion. This observable is zero in the spacelike case, but need

not be zero in the timelike case because final-state interac-

tions can give the baryon form factors a relative phase.

Notice the factor sin 2' in Py . The fact that this observ-

able vanishes at '#90° can be understood from first prin-

ciples. Since the leptons in the initial state are unpolarized,

the only vectorial information which the Jz#&1 photon can
transfer to the final state is the undirected line defined by the

electron and positron momenta. %This is equivalent to the
fact that the leptonic tensor L./ does not change under the

substitution k!→!k! . We work in the center of mass frame.&
We can nevertheless define a directed normal by rotating

from the lepton to the hadron momentum line through the

smaller angle. The observable Py is proportional to the dot

product of this directed normal with the baryon polarization.

However, at '#90° it is not possible to define the normal to
the lepton to hadron plane if there is no distinction between

k! and !k! , and thus one cannot obtain a nonzero polarization
observable. This is reflected in the extra cos' factor, included
in the sin 2', which one obtains from the detailed derivation

)18*.
Any model which fits the spacelike form factor data with

an analytic function can be continued to the timelike region.

Spacelike form factors are usually written in terms of Q2

#!q2. The correct relation for analytic continuation can be

obtained by examining denominators in loop calculations in

perturbation theory. The connection is Q2→q2e!i0, or

lnQ2#ln%!q2&→ln q2!i0 . %2.7&

If the spacelike F2 /F1 is fit by a rational function of Q
2,

then the form factors will be relatively real in the timelike

region also. However, one in general gets a complex result

from the continuation.

More sophisticated dispersion relation based continua-

tions could give more reliable results, if there are data also in
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e!e"→BB̄ requires a nonzero phase difference between the

GE and GM form factors. The phase of the ratio of form

factors GE /GM of spin-1/2 baryons in the timelike region

can thus be determined from measurements of the polariza-

tion of one of the produced baryons. We shall show that

measurements of the proton polarization in e"e!→pp̄

strongly discriminate between the analytic forms of models

which have been suggested to fit the proton GE /GM data in

the spacelike region.

II. TIMELIKE MEASURES

The center-of-mass angular distribution provides the ana-

log of the Rosenbluth method for measuring the magnitudes

of various helicity amplitudes. The differential cross section

for e!e"→BB̄ when B is a spin-1/2 baryon is given in the

center-of-mass frame by
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As we shall show, polarization observables can be used to

completely pin down the relative phases of the timelike form

factors. The complex phases of the form factors in the time-

like region make it possible for a single outgoing baryon to

be polarized in e!e"→BB̄ , even without polarization in the

initial state.

There are three polarization observables, corresponding to

polarizations in three directions which are perhaps best

called longitudinal, sideways, and normal but often denoted

z, x, and y, respectively. Longitudinal %z& when discussing the
final state means parallel to the direction of the outgoing

baryon. Sideways %x& means perpendicular to the direction of
the outgoing baryon but in the scattering plane. Normal %y&
means normal to the scattering plane, in the direction of

k!%p! , where k! is the electron momentum and p! is the baryon
momentum, with x, y, and z forming a right-handed coordi-
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The sign of Pz can be determined from physical principles.

Angular momentum conservation and helicity conservation

for the electron and positron determine that Pz /Pe in the

forward direction must be "1, verifying the sign of the
above formula.

The polarization measurement in e"e!→pp̄ will require

a polarimeter for the outgoing protons, perhaps based on a

shell of a material such as carbon which has a good analyz-

ing power. However, timelike baryon-antibaryon production

can occur for any pair that is energetically allowed. Baryons

such as the , and - which decay weakly are easier to study,

since their polarization is self-analyzing.

The polarization observable Py is a manifestation of the

T-odd observable k!%p! •S! p , where S! p is the baryon polariza-
tion. This observable is zero in the spacelike case, but need

not be zero in the timelike case because final-state interac-

tions can give the baryon form factors a relative phase.

Notice the factor sin 2' in Py . The fact that this observ-

able vanishes at '#90° can be understood from first prin-

ciples. Since the leptons in the initial state are unpolarized,

the only vectorial information which the Jz#&1 photon can
transfer to the final state is the undirected line defined by the

electron and positron momenta. %This is equivalent to the
fact that the leptonic tensor L./ does not change under the

substitution k!→!k! . We work in the center of mass frame.&
We can nevertheless define a directed normal by rotating

from the lepton to the hadron momentum line through the

smaller angle. The observable Py is proportional to the dot

product of this directed normal with the baryon polarization.

However, at '#90° it is not possible to define the normal to
the lepton to hadron plane if there is no distinction between

k! and !k! , and thus one cannot obtain a nonzero polarization
observable. This is reflected in the extra cos' factor, included
in the sin 2', which one obtains from the detailed derivation

)18*.
Any model which fits the spacelike form factor data with

an analytic function can be continued to the timelike region.

Spacelike form factors are usually written in terms of Q2

#!q2. The correct relation for analytic continuation can be

obtained by examining denominators in loop calculations in

perturbation theory. The connection is Q2→q2e!i0, or

lnQ2#ln%!q2&→ln q2!i0 . %2.7&

If the spacelike F2 /F1 is fit by a rational function of Q
2,

then the form factors will be relatively real in the timelike

region also. However, one in general gets a complex result

from the continuation.

More sophisticated dispersion relation based continua-

tions could give more reliable results, if there are data also in
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q2!10 GeV2. The lower three models are also showing sig-
nificant contributions from GE ; at 90°, the difference be-

tween the curves shown and the value 0.5 is entirely due to

!GE!2.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have discussed how to measure baryon form factors in

the timelike region using polarization observables. Observ-

ing the baryon polarization in e"e#→BB̄ for spin-1/2 bary-

ons B may be the method of choice for determining the mag-

nitude and the phase of the form factor ratio GE /GM . In the

spacelike region, one recalls that at high Q2, the electric
form factor makes a small contribution to the cross section,
and the Rosenbluth method of separating it from the mag-
netic form factor, by its different angular dependence, is very
sensitive to experimental uncertainties and radiative correc-
tions !3". The more direct method is to use polarization trans-
fer !1,4". Similarly, in the timelike case, the angular distribu-
tion can be used to isolate !GE!, but the numerical size of the
GE contribution is small in many models, whereas two of the
three polarization observables are directly proportional to
GE . Additionally, the phase can only be measured using po-
larization.
The normal polarization Py is a single-spin asymmetry

and requires a phase difference between GE and GM . It is an
example of how time-reversal-odd observables can be non-
zero if final state interactions give interfering amplitudes dif-

FIG. 1. #Color online$. Predicted polarization Py in the timelike

region for selected form factor fits described in the text. The plot is

for %!45°. The four curves are for an F2 /F1&1/Q fit, using Eq.

#3.2$; the (log2Q2)/Q2 fit of Belitsky et al., Eq. #3.3$; an improved
(log2Q2)/Q2 fit, Eq. #3.4$; and a fit from Iachello et al., Eq. #3.5$.

FIG. 2. #Color online$. The predicted polarization Px in the

timelike region for %!45° and Pe!1. The four curves correspond
to those in Fig. 1.

FIG. 3. #Color online$. The predicted polarization Pz in the

timelike region for %!45° and Pe!1. The four curves correspond
to those in Fig. 1.

FIG. 4. #Color online$. The predicted differential cross section
'(%)(d'/d) . The four curves correspond to those in Fig. 1.
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We show that measurements of the proton’s polarization in e!e"→pp̄ strongly discriminate between ana-

lytic forms of models which fit the proton form factors in the spacelike region. In particular, the single-spin

asymmetry normal to the scattering plane measures the relative phase difference between the timelike GE and

GM form factors. The expected proton polarization in the timelike region is large, of the order of several tens

of percent.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The form factors of hadrons as measured in both the

spacelike and timelike domains provide fundamental infor-

mation on the structure and internal dynamics of hadrons.

Recent measurements #1$ of the electron-to-proton polariza-

tion transfer in e! "p→e"p! scattering at Jefferson Laboratory
show that the ratio of Sachs form factors #2$
GE
p (q2)/GM

p (q2) is monotonically decreasing with increasing

Q2#"q2, in strong contradiction with the GE /GM scaling
determined by the traditional Rosenbluth separation method.
The Rosenbluth method may in fact not be reliable, perhaps
because of its sensitivity to uncertain radiative corrections,
including two-photon exchange amplitudes #3$. The polariza-
tion transfer method #1,4$ is relatively insensitive to such
corrections.
The same data which indicate that GE for protons falls

faster than GM at large spacelike Q2 require in turn that
F2 /F1 falls more slowly than 1/Q

2. The conventional expec-
tation from dimensional counting rules #5$ and perturbative
QCD #6$ is that the Dirac form factor F1 should fall with a
nominal power 1/Q4 and the ratio of the Pauli and Dirac
form factors, F2 /F1, should fall like 1/Q

2 at high momen-
tum transfers. The Dirac form factor agrees with this expec-
tation in the range Q2 from a few GeV2 to the data limit of
31 GeV2. However, the Pauli/Dirac ratio is not observed to
fall with the nominal expected power, and the experimenters
themselves have noted that the data is well fit by F2 /F1
%1/Q in the momentum transfer range 2 to 5.6 GeV2.
The new Jefferson Laboratory results make it critical to

carefully identify and separate the timelike GE and GM form
factors by measuring the center-of-mass angular distribution
and by measuring the polarization of the proton in e!e"

→pp̄ or pp̄→!!!" reactions. The advent of high luminos-

ity e!e" colliders at Beijing, Cornell, and Frascati provides

the opportunity to make such measurements, both directly

and via radiative return.

Although the spacelike form factors of a stable hadron are

real, the timelike form factors have a phase structure reflect-

ing the final-state interactions of the outgoing hadrons. In

general, form factors are analytic functions Fi(q
2) with a

discontinuity for timelike momentum above the physical

threshold q2$4M 2. The analytic structure and phases of the

form factors in the timelike regime are thus connected by

dispersion relations to the spacelike regime #7–9$. The ana-
lytic form and phases of the timelike amplitudes also reflect

resonances in the unphysical region 0%q2%4M 2 below the

physical threshold #7$ in the JPC#1"" channel, including

gluonium states and dibaryon structures.

At very large center-of-mass energies, perturbative QCD

factorization predicts diminished final interactions in e!e"

→HH̄ , since the hadrons are initially produced with small
color dipole moments. This principle of QCD color transpar-
ency #10$ is also an essential feature #11$ of hard exclusive B
decays #12,13$, and thus needs to be tested experimentally.
There have been a number of explanations and theoreti-

cally motivated fits of the F2 /F1 data. Belitsky, Ji, and Yuan
#14$ have shown that factors of log(Q2) arise from a careful
QCD analysis of the form factors. The perturbative QCD
form Q2F2 /F1&log

2Q2, which has logarithmic factors mul-
tiplying the nominal power-law behavior, fits the large-Q2

spacelike data well. Others #15,16$ claim to find mechanisms
that modify the traditionally expected power-law behavior
with fractional powers of Q2, and they also give fits which
are in accord with the data. Asymptotic behaviors of the ratio
F2 /F1 for general light-front wave functions are investigated
in Ref. #17$. Each of the model forms predicts a specific
fall-off and phase structure of the form factors from s↔t

crossing to the timelike domain. A fit with the dipole poly-
nomial or nominal dimensional counting rule behavior would
predict no phases in the timelike regime.
As noted by Dubnickova, Dubnicka, and Rekalo, and by

Rock #18$, the existence of the T-odd single-spin asymmetry
normal to the scattering plane in baryon pair production
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e!e"→BB̄ requires a nonzero phase difference between the

GE and GM form factors. The phase of the ratio of form

factors GE /GM of spin-1/2 baryons in the timelike region

can thus be determined from measurements of the polariza-

tion of one of the produced baryons. We shall show that

measurements of the proton polarization in e"e!→pp̄

strongly discriminate between the analytic forms of models

which have been suggested to fit the proton GE /GM data in

the spacelike region.

II. TIMELIKE MEASURES

The center-of-mass angular distribution provides the ana-

log of the Rosenbluth method for measuring the magnitudes

of various helicity amplitudes. The differential cross section

for e!e"→BB̄ when B is a spin-1/2 baryon is given in the

center-of-mass frame by

d!

d"
#

#2$

4q2
D , %2.1&

where $#!1!4mB
2 /q2 and D is given by

D#!GM!2%1"cos2'&"
1

(
!GE!2sin2'; %2.2&

we have used the Sachs form factors )2*

GM#F1"F2 ,

GE#F1"(F2 , %2.3&

with (+q2/4mB
2$1.

As we shall show, polarization observables can be used to

completely pin down the relative phases of the timelike form

factors. The complex phases of the form factors in the time-

like region make it possible for a single outgoing baryon to

be polarized in e!e"→BB̄ , even without polarization in the

initial state.

There are three polarization observables, corresponding to

polarizations in three directions which are perhaps best

called longitudinal, sideways, and normal but often denoted

z, x, and y, respectively. Longitudinal %z& when discussing the
final state means parallel to the direction of the outgoing

baryon. Sideways %x& means perpendicular to the direction of
the outgoing baryon but in the scattering plane. Normal %y&
means normal to the scattering plane, in the direction of

k!%p! , where k! is the electron momentum and p! is the baryon
momentum, with x, y, and z forming a right-handed coordi-

nate system.

The polarization Py does not require polarization in the

initial state and is )18*

Py#
sin 2' ImGE

*GM

D!(
#

%(!1 &sin 2' ImF2*F1

D!(
. %2.4&

The other two polarizations require initial state polarization.

If the electron has polarization Pe then )18*

Px#!Pe

2 sin ' ReGE
*GM

D!(
%2.5&

and

Pz#Pe

2 cos '!GM!2

D
. %2.6&

The sign of Pz can be determined from physical principles.

Angular momentum conservation and helicity conservation

for the electron and positron determine that Pz /Pe in the

forward direction must be "1, verifying the sign of the
above formula.

The polarization measurement in e"e!→pp̄ will require

a polarimeter for the outgoing protons, perhaps based on a

shell of a material such as carbon which has a good analyz-

ing power. However, timelike baryon-antibaryon production

can occur for any pair that is energetically allowed. Baryons

such as the , and - which decay weakly are easier to study,

since their polarization is self-analyzing.

The polarization observable Py is a manifestation of the

T-odd observable k!%p! •S! p , where S! p is the baryon polariza-
tion. This observable is zero in the spacelike case, but need

not be zero in the timelike case because final-state interac-

tions can give the baryon form factors a relative phase.

Notice the factor sin 2' in Py . The fact that this observ-

able vanishes at '#90° can be understood from first prin-

ciples. Since the leptons in the initial state are unpolarized,

the only vectorial information which the Jz#&1 photon can
transfer to the final state is the undirected line defined by the

electron and positron momenta. %This is equivalent to the
fact that the leptonic tensor L./ does not change under the

substitution k!→!k! . We work in the center of mass frame.&
We can nevertheless define a directed normal by rotating

from the lepton to the hadron momentum line through the

smaller angle. The observable Py is proportional to the dot

product of this directed normal with the baryon polarization.

However, at '#90° it is not possible to define the normal to
the lepton to hadron plane if there is no distinction between

k! and !k! , and thus one cannot obtain a nonzero polarization
observable. This is reflected in the extra cos' factor, included
in the sin 2', which one obtains from the detailed derivation

)18*.
Any model which fits the spacelike form factor data with

an analytic function can be continued to the timelike region.

Spacelike form factors are usually written in terms of Q2

#!q2. The correct relation for analytic continuation can be

obtained by examining denominators in loop calculations in

perturbation theory. The connection is Q2→q2e!i0, or

lnQ2#ln%!q2&→ln q2!i0 . %2.7&

If the spacelike F2 /F1 is fit by a rational function of Q
2,

then the form factors will be relatively real in the timelike

region also. However, one in general gets a complex result

from the continuation.

More sophisticated dispersion relation based continua-

tions could give more reliable results, if there are data also in
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factors GE /GM of spin-1/2 baryons in the timelike region

can thus be determined from measurements of the polariza-

tion of one of the produced baryons. We shall show that

measurements of the proton polarization in e"e!→pp̄

strongly discriminate between the analytic forms of models

which have been suggested to fit the proton GE /GM data in
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The center-of-mass angular distribution provides the ana-

log of the Rosenbluth method for measuring the magnitudes

of various helicity amplitudes. The differential cross section
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As we shall show, polarization observables can be used to
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factors. The complex phases of the form factors in the time-

like region make it possible for a single outgoing baryon to

be polarized in e!e"→BB̄ , even without polarization in the
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There are three polarization observables, corresponding to

polarizations in three directions which are perhaps best

called longitudinal, sideways, and normal but often denoted

z, x, and y, respectively. Longitudinal %z& when discussing the
final state means parallel to the direction of the outgoing

baryon. Sideways %x& means perpendicular to the direction of
the outgoing baryon but in the scattering plane. Normal %y&
means normal to the scattering plane, in the direction of

k!%p! , where k! is the electron momentum and p! is the baryon
momentum, with x, y, and z forming a right-handed coordi-
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If the electron has polarization Pe then )18*

Px#!Pe

2 sin ' ReGE
*GM

D!(
%2.5&

and

Pz#Pe

2 cos '!GM!2

D
. %2.6&

The sign of Pz can be determined from physical principles.

Angular momentum conservation and helicity conservation

for the electron and positron determine that Pz /Pe in the

forward direction must be "1, verifying the sign of the
above formula.

The polarization measurement in e"e!→pp̄ will require

a polarimeter for the outgoing protons, perhaps based on a

shell of a material such as carbon which has a good analyz-

ing power. However, timelike baryon-antibaryon production

can occur for any pair that is energetically allowed. Baryons

such as the , and - which decay weakly are easier to study,

since their polarization is self-analyzing.

The polarization observable Py is a manifestation of the

T-odd observable k!%p! •S! p , where S! p is the baryon polariza-
tion. This observable is zero in the spacelike case, but need

not be zero in the timelike case because final-state interac-

tions can give the baryon form factors a relative phase.

Notice the factor sin 2' in Py . The fact that this observ-

able vanishes at '#90° can be understood from first prin-

ciples. Since the leptons in the initial state are unpolarized,

the only vectorial information which the Jz#&1 photon can
transfer to the final state is the undirected line defined by the

electron and positron momenta. %This is equivalent to the
fact that the leptonic tensor L./ does not change under the

substitution k!→!k! . We work in the center of mass frame.&
We can nevertheless define a directed normal by rotating

from the lepton to the hadron momentum line through the

smaller angle. The observable Py is proportional to the dot

product of this directed normal with the baryon polarization.

However, at '#90° it is not possible to define the normal to
the lepton to hadron plane if there is no distinction between

k! and !k! , and thus one cannot obtain a nonzero polarization
observable. This is reflected in the extra cos' factor, included
in the sin 2', which one obtains from the detailed derivation

)18*.
Any model which fits the spacelike form factor data with

an analytic function can be continued to the timelike region.

Spacelike form factors are usually written in terms of Q2

#!q2. The correct relation for analytic continuation can be

obtained by examining denominators in loop calculations in

perturbation theory. The connection is Q2→q2e!i0, or

lnQ2#ln%!q2&→ln q2!i0 . %2.7&

If the spacelike F2 /F1 is fit by a rational function of Q
2,

then the form factors will be relatively real in the timelike

region also. However, one in general gets a complex result

from the continuation.

More sophisticated dispersion relation based continua-

tions could give more reliable results, if there are data also in
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q2!10 GeV2. The lower three models are also showing sig-
nificant contributions from GE ; at 90°, the difference be-

tween the curves shown and the value 0.5 is entirely due to

!GE!2.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have discussed how to measure baryon form factors in

the timelike region using polarization observables. Observ-

ing the baryon polarization in e"e#→BB̄ for spin-1/2 bary-

ons B may be the method of choice for determining the mag-

nitude and the phase of the form factor ratio GE /GM . In the

spacelike region, one recalls that at high Q2, the electric
form factor makes a small contribution to the cross section,
and the Rosenbluth method of separating it from the mag-
netic form factor, by its different angular dependence, is very
sensitive to experimental uncertainties and radiative correc-
tions !3". The more direct method is to use polarization trans-
fer !1,4". Similarly, in the timelike case, the angular distribu-
tion can be used to isolate !GE!, but the numerical size of the
GE contribution is small in many models, whereas two of the
three polarization observables are directly proportional to
GE . Additionally, the phase can only be measured using po-
larization.
The normal polarization Py is a single-spin asymmetry

and requires a phase difference between GE and GM . It is an
example of how time-reversal-odd observables can be non-
zero if final state interactions give interfering amplitudes dif-

FIG. 1. #Color online$. Predicted polarization Py in the timelike

region for selected form factor fits described in the text. The plot is

for %!45°. The four curves are for an F2 /F1&1/Q fit, using Eq.

#3.2$; the (log2Q2)/Q2 fit of Belitsky et al., Eq. #3.3$; an improved
(log2Q2)/Q2 fit, Eq. #3.4$; and a fit from Iachello et al., Eq. #3.5$.

FIG. 2. #Color online$. The predicted polarization Px in the

timelike region for %!45° and Pe!1. The four curves correspond
to those in Fig. 1.

FIG. 3. #Color online$. The predicted polarization Pz in the

timelike region for %!45° and Pe!1. The four curves correspond
to those in Fig. 1.

FIG. 4. #Color online$. The predicted differential cross section
'(%)(d'/d) . The four curves correspond to those in Fig. 1.
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We show that measurements of the proton’s polarization in e!e"→pp̄ strongly discriminate between ana-

lytic forms of models which fit the proton form factors in the spacelike region. In particular, the single-spin

asymmetry normal to the scattering plane measures the relative phase difference between the timelike GE and

GM form factors. The expected proton polarization in the timelike region is large, of the order of several tens

of percent.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The form factors of hadrons as measured in both the

spacelike and timelike domains provide fundamental infor-

mation on the structure and internal dynamics of hadrons.

Recent measurements #1$ of the electron-to-proton polariza-

tion transfer in e! "p→e"p! scattering at Jefferson Laboratory
show that the ratio of Sachs form factors #2$
GE
p (q2)/GM

p (q2) is monotonically decreasing with increasing

Q2#"q2, in strong contradiction with the GE /GM scaling
determined by the traditional Rosenbluth separation method.
The Rosenbluth method may in fact not be reliable, perhaps
because of its sensitivity to uncertain radiative corrections,
including two-photon exchange amplitudes #3$. The polariza-
tion transfer method #1,4$ is relatively insensitive to such
corrections.
The same data which indicate that GE for protons falls

faster than GM at large spacelike Q2 require in turn that
F2 /F1 falls more slowly than 1/Q

2. The conventional expec-
tation from dimensional counting rules #5$ and perturbative
QCD #6$ is that the Dirac form factor F1 should fall with a
nominal power 1/Q4 and the ratio of the Pauli and Dirac
form factors, F2 /F1, should fall like 1/Q

2 at high momen-
tum transfers. The Dirac form factor agrees with this expec-
tation in the range Q2 from a few GeV2 to the data limit of
31 GeV2. However, the Pauli/Dirac ratio is not observed to
fall with the nominal expected power, and the experimenters
themselves have noted that the data is well fit by F2 /F1
%1/Q in the momentum transfer range 2 to 5.6 GeV2.
The new Jefferson Laboratory results make it critical to

carefully identify and separate the timelike GE and GM form
factors by measuring the center-of-mass angular distribution
and by measuring the polarization of the proton in e!e"

→pp̄ or pp̄→!!!" reactions. The advent of high luminos-

ity e!e" colliders at Beijing, Cornell, and Frascati provides

the opportunity to make such measurements, both directly

and via radiative return.

Although the spacelike form factors of a stable hadron are

real, the timelike form factors have a phase structure reflect-

ing the final-state interactions of the outgoing hadrons. In

general, form factors are analytic functions Fi(q
2) with a

discontinuity for timelike momentum above the physical

threshold q2$4M 2. The analytic structure and phases of the

form factors in the timelike regime are thus connected by

dispersion relations to the spacelike regime #7–9$. The ana-
lytic form and phases of the timelike amplitudes also reflect

resonances in the unphysical region 0%q2%4M 2 below the

physical threshold #7$ in the JPC#1"" channel, including

gluonium states and dibaryon structures.

At very large center-of-mass energies, perturbative QCD

factorization predicts diminished final interactions in e!e"

→HH̄ , since the hadrons are initially produced with small
color dipole moments. This principle of QCD color transpar-
ency #10$ is also an essential feature #11$ of hard exclusive B
decays #12,13$, and thus needs to be tested experimentally.
There have been a number of explanations and theoreti-

cally motivated fits of the F2 /F1 data. Belitsky, Ji, and Yuan
#14$ have shown that factors of log(Q2) arise from a careful
QCD analysis of the form factors. The perturbative QCD
form Q2F2 /F1&log

2Q2, which has logarithmic factors mul-
tiplying the nominal power-law behavior, fits the large-Q2

spacelike data well. Others #15,16$ claim to find mechanisms
that modify the traditionally expected power-law behavior
with fractional powers of Q2, and they also give fits which
are in accord with the data. Asymptotic behaviors of the ratio
F2 /F1 for general light-front wave functions are investigated
in Ref. #17$. Each of the model forms predicts a specific
fall-off and phase structure of the form factors from s↔t

crossing to the timelike domain. A fit with the dipole poly-
nomial or nominal dimensional counting rule behavior would
predict no phases in the timelike regime.
As noted by Dubnickova, Dubnicka, and Rekalo, and by

Rock #18$, the existence of the T-odd single-spin asymmetry
normal to the scattering plane in baryon pair production
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e!e"→BB̄ requires a nonzero phase difference between the

GE and GM form factors. The phase of the ratio of form

factors GE /GM of spin-1/2 baryons in the timelike region

can thus be determined from measurements of the polariza-

tion of one of the produced baryons. We shall show that

measurements of the proton polarization in e"e!→pp̄

strongly discriminate between the analytic forms of models

which have been suggested to fit the proton GE /GM data in

the spacelike region.

II. TIMELIKE MEASURES

The center-of-mass angular distribution provides the ana-

log of the Rosenbluth method for measuring the magnitudes

of various helicity amplitudes. The differential cross section

for e!e"→BB̄ when B is a spin-1/2 baryon is given in the

center-of-mass frame by

d!

d"
#

#2$

4q2
D , %2.1&

where $#!1!4mB
2 /q2 and D is given by

D#!GM!2%1"cos2'&"
1

(
!GE!2sin2'; %2.2&

we have used the Sachs form factors )2*

GM#F1"F2 ,

GE#F1"(F2 , %2.3&

with (+q2/4mB
2$1.

As we shall show, polarization observables can be used to

completely pin down the relative phases of the timelike form

factors. The complex phases of the form factors in the time-

like region make it possible for a single outgoing baryon to

be polarized in e!e"→BB̄ , even without polarization in the

initial state.

There are three polarization observables, corresponding to

polarizations in three directions which are perhaps best

called longitudinal, sideways, and normal but often denoted

z, x, and y, respectively. Longitudinal %z& when discussing the
final state means parallel to the direction of the outgoing

baryon. Sideways %x& means perpendicular to the direction of
the outgoing baryon but in the scattering plane. Normal %y&
means normal to the scattering plane, in the direction of

k!%p! , where k! is the electron momentum and p! is the baryon
momentum, with x, y, and z forming a right-handed coordi-

nate system.

The polarization Py does not require polarization in the

initial state and is )18*

Py#
sin 2' ImGE

*GM

D!(
#

%(!1 &sin 2' ImF2*F1

D!(
. %2.4&

The other two polarizations require initial state polarization.

If the electron has polarization Pe then )18*

Px#!Pe

2 sin ' ReGE
*GM

D!(
%2.5&

and

Pz#Pe

2 cos '!GM!2

D
. %2.6&

The sign of Pz can be determined from physical principles.

Angular momentum conservation and helicity conservation

for the electron and positron determine that Pz /Pe in the

forward direction must be "1, verifying the sign of the
above formula.

The polarization measurement in e"e!→pp̄ will require

a polarimeter for the outgoing protons, perhaps based on a

shell of a material such as carbon which has a good analyz-

ing power. However, timelike baryon-antibaryon production

can occur for any pair that is energetically allowed. Baryons

such as the , and - which decay weakly are easier to study,

since their polarization is self-analyzing.

The polarization observable Py is a manifestation of the

T-odd observable k!%p! •S! p , where S! p is the baryon polariza-
tion. This observable is zero in the spacelike case, but need

not be zero in the timelike case because final-state interac-

tions can give the baryon form factors a relative phase.

Notice the factor sin 2' in Py . The fact that this observ-

able vanishes at '#90° can be understood from first prin-

ciples. Since the leptons in the initial state are unpolarized,

the only vectorial information which the Jz#&1 photon can
transfer to the final state is the undirected line defined by the

electron and positron momenta. %This is equivalent to the
fact that the leptonic tensor L./ does not change under the

substitution k!→!k! . We work in the center of mass frame.&
We can nevertheless define a directed normal by rotating

from the lepton to the hadron momentum line through the

smaller angle. The observable Py is proportional to the dot

product of this directed normal with the baryon polarization.

However, at '#90° it is not possible to define the normal to
the lepton to hadron plane if there is no distinction between

k! and !k! , and thus one cannot obtain a nonzero polarization
observable. This is reflected in the extra cos' factor, included
in the sin 2', which one obtains from the detailed derivation

)18*.
Any model which fits the spacelike form factor data with

an analytic function can be continued to the timelike region.

Spacelike form factors are usually written in terms of Q2

#!q2. The correct relation for analytic continuation can be

obtained by examining denominators in loop calculations in

perturbation theory. The connection is Q2→q2e!i0, or

lnQ2#ln%!q2&→ln q2!i0 . %2.7&

If the spacelike F2 /F1 is fit by a rational function of Q
2,

then the form factors will be relatively real in the timelike

region also. However, one in general gets a complex result

from the continuation.

More sophisticated dispersion relation based continua-

tions could give more reliable results, if there are data also in
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e!e"→BB̄ requires a nonzero phase difference between the

GE and GM form factors. The phase of the ratio of form

factors GE /GM of spin-1/2 baryons in the timelike region

can thus be determined from measurements of the polariza-

tion of one of the produced baryons. We shall show that

measurements of the proton polarization in e"e!→pp̄

strongly discriminate between the analytic forms of models

which have been suggested to fit the proton GE /GM data in

the spacelike region.

II. TIMELIKE MEASURES

The center-of-mass angular distribution provides the ana-

log of the Rosenbluth method for measuring the magnitudes

of various helicity amplitudes. The differential cross section

for e!e"→BB̄ when B is a spin-1/2 baryon is given in the

center-of-mass frame by

d!

d"
#

#2$

4q2
D , %2.1&

where $#!1!4mB
2 /q2 and D is given by

D#!GM!2%1"cos2'&"
1

(
!GE!2sin2'; %2.2&

we have used the Sachs form factors )2*

GM#F1"F2 ,

GE#F1"(F2 , %2.3&

with (+q2/4mB
2$1.

As we shall show, polarization observables can be used to

completely pin down the relative phases of the timelike form

factors. The complex phases of the form factors in the time-

like region make it possible for a single outgoing baryon to

be polarized in e!e"→BB̄ , even without polarization in the

initial state.

There are three polarization observables, corresponding to

polarizations in three directions which are perhaps best

called longitudinal, sideways, and normal but often denoted

z, x, and y, respectively. Longitudinal %z& when discussing the
final state means parallel to the direction of the outgoing

baryon. Sideways %x& means perpendicular to the direction of
the outgoing baryon but in the scattering plane. Normal %y&
means normal to the scattering plane, in the direction of

k!%p! , where k! is the electron momentum and p! is the baryon
momentum, with x, y, and z forming a right-handed coordi-

nate system.

The polarization Py does not require polarization in the

initial state and is )18*

Py#
sin 2' ImGE

*GM

D!(
#

%(!1 &sin 2' ImF2*F1

D!(
. %2.4&

The other two polarizations require initial state polarization.

If the electron has polarization Pe then )18*

Px#!Pe

2 sin ' ReGE
*GM

D!(
%2.5&

and

Pz#Pe

2 cos '!GM!2

D
. %2.6&

The sign of Pz can be determined from physical principles.

Angular momentum conservation and helicity conservation

for the electron and positron determine that Pz /Pe in the

forward direction must be "1, verifying the sign of the
above formula.

The polarization measurement in e"e!→pp̄ will require

a polarimeter for the outgoing protons, perhaps based on a

shell of a material such as carbon which has a good analyz-

ing power. However, timelike baryon-antibaryon production

can occur for any pair that is energetically allowed. Baryons

such as the , and - which decay weakly are easier to study,

since their polarization is self-analyzing.

The polarization observable Py is a manifestation of the

T-odd observable k!%p! •S! p , where S! p is the baryon polariza-
tion. This observable is zero in the spacelike case, but need

not be zero in the timelike case because final-state interac-

tions can give the baryon form factors a relative phase.

Notice the factor sin 2' in Py . The fact that this observ-

able vanishes at '#90° can be understood from first prin-

ciples. Since the leptons in the initial state are unpolarized,

the only vectorial information which the Jz#&1 photon can
transfer to the final state is the undirected line defined by the

electron and positron momenta. %This is equivalent to the
fact that the leptonic tensor L./ does not change under the

substitution k!→!k! . We work in the center of mass frame.&
We can nevertheless define a directed normal by rotating

from the lepton to the hadron momentum line through the

smaller angle. The observable Py is proportional to the dot

product of this directed normal with the baryon polarization.

However, at '#90° it is not possible to define the normal to
the lepton to hadron plane if there is no distinction between

k! and !k! , and thus one cannot obtain a nonzero polarization
observable. This is reflected in the extra cos' factor, included
in the sin 2', which one obtains from the detailed derivation

)18*.
Any model which fits the spacelike form factor data with

an analytic function can be continued to the timelike region.

Spacelike form factors are usually written in terms of Q2

#!q2. The correct relation for analytic continuation can be

obtained by examining denominators in loop calculations in

perturbation theory. The connection is Q2→q2e!i0, or

lnQ2#ln%!q2&→ln q2!i0 . %2.7&

If the spacelike F2 /F1 is fit by a rational function of Q
2,

then the form factors will be relatively real in the timelike

region also. However, one in general gets a complex result

from the continuation.

More sophisticated dispersion relation based continua-

tions could give more reliable results, if there are data also in
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• Measure Elastic Proton-Proton Scattering
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Test PQCD AdS/CFT conformal scaling:
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Test color transparency
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Total open charm cross section at threshold
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Study Fundamental Aspects of  
Nuclear Force

Measure antiproton-proton scattering

M ∝ 1
s2u2

1. Total Annihilation. The antiproton and
proton can annihilate into a multi-hadron
inclusive state, a system potentially rich
in gluonic matter. Specific predictions
for the inclusive distributions can be made
in soliton-anti-soliton models [?]. Skyrmion-
anti-Skyrmion annihilation provides a fairly
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Handbag Approximation Invalid in PQCD
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further refinement of the model for the GPDs can result in
improved agreement of the handbag calculation with the
experimental data.

In summary, the RCS cross section from the proton was
measured in range s ! 5–11 GeV2 at large momentum
transfer. Calculations based on the GPD-based handbag
diagram account for the gross features of the experimental
data, suggesting that the reaction mechanism in the few
GeV energy range is dominantly one in which the external
photons couple to a single quark. Finer details of the cross
sections, such as the scaling power at fixed !cm, are not

reproduced by the handbag model, suggesting that refine-
ments in the model for the GPDs are needed. The fixed-!cm
scaling power is considerably larger than that predicted by
perturbative QCD.
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Compton-Scattering Cross Section on the Proton at High Momentum Transfer 

Jefferson Lab 
Hall A 

Collaboration

Open points:   Cornell measurement
M. A. Shupe et al., Phys. Rev. D 19, 1921 (1979). 

pQCD 
n=6

Compton at fixed angles falls 
faster than photoproduction!

Alan Nathan, et al
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Ratio of Real Compton-Scattering Cross Section 
to Electron -Proton Scattering  at Fixed CM Angle

A. Nathan

Ratio 
becomes 
energy- 

independent 
at large s ?
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Recent results from BelleRecent results from Belle
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Hypernuclei

Replacing an up or a down quark with a strange quark in a nucleon, which is bound in a
nucleus, leads to the formation of a hypernucleus. A new quantum number, strangeness, is
then introduced into the nucleus, adding a third axis to the nuclear chart. Due to experimental
limitations this third dimension has been explored only scarcely in the past.
Single and double Λ-hypernuclei were discovered 50 and 40 years ago, respectively. However,
only 6 double Λ-hypernuclei are known up to now, in spite of a considerable experimental
effort during the last 10 years. Thanks to the use of p beams and the skilful combination
of experimental techniques, a copious production at PANDA is expected, with even higher
numbers than at (planned) dedicated facilities. A new chapter of strange nuclear physics will
be then opened, whose first result will be the determination of the ΛΛ strong interaction
strength, definitively not possible with direct scattering experiments.
In particular, PANDA is planning to investigate double hypernuclei via the production of Ξ−-
pairs, one of which is used for the trigger while the other one is stopped inside a nucleus and
converted into a Λ-pair. The expected event rate of this reaction is about 500/day.

Proton Structure

There are several ways in which PANDA will be able to investigate the structure of the pro-
ton. The most promising topics are timelike Deeply Virtual Compton Scattering (DVCS), the
measurement of timelike form factors and the extraction of the Boer-Mulders function from
Drell-Yan data.

Deeply Virtual Compton Scattering The theoretical framework of Generalized Parton
Distributions (GPDs), which has been developed only a few years ago, has caused a lot of
excitement in the field of nucleon structure. It has recently been shown that exclusive pp
annihilation into two photons at large s and t can also be described in terms of GPDs. Using
the handbag diagram 4), the process is separated into a ‘soft’ part which is parametrised by
GPDs and a ‘hard’ part which describes the annihilation of a quasi-free qq pair into two photons.

Figure 4: Handbag diagrams for Deeply Virtual Compton Scattering (left) and the timelike
version of the process measurable at PANDA.
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number n = n′, and states differing by
the presence of an extra qq: n = n′ + 2.

pp → γ∗γ

pp → "+"−γ

pp → γ∗ → "+"−γ

9. The J = 0 Fixed pole: One of the most
distinctive features of QCD is the pres-
ence of a J = 0 fixed Regge pole con-
tribution to the Compton amplitude re-
flecting the fact that the two photons

number n = n′, and states differing by
the presence of an extra qq: n = n′ + 2.

pp → γ∗γ

pp → "+"−γ

pp → γ∗ → "+"− → "+"−γ

pp → ppγ → γ∗γ → "+"−γ

number n = n′, and states differing by
the presence of an extra qq: n = n′ + 2.

pp → γ∗γ

pp → "+"−γ

pp → γ∗ → "+"− → "+"−γ

pp → ppγ → γ∗γ → "+"−γ
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In particular, PANDA is planning to investigate double hypernuclei via the production of Ξ−-
pairs, one of which is used for the trigger while the other one is stopped inside a nucleus and
converted into a Λ-pair. The expected event rate of this reaction is about 500/day.
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There are several ways in which PANDA will be able to investigate the structure of the pro-
ton. The most promising topics are timelike Deeply Virtual Compton Scattering (DVCS), the
measurement of timelike form factors and the extraction of the Boer-Mulders function from
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Deeply Virtual Compton Scattering The theoretical framework of Generalized Parton
Distributions (GPDs), which has been developed only a few years ago, has caused a lot of
excitement in the field of nucleon structure. It has recently been shown that exclusive pp
annihilation into two photons at large s and t can also be described in terms of GPDs. Using
the handbag diagram 4), the process is separated into a ‘soft’ part which is parametrised by
GPDs and a ‘hard’ part which describes the annihilation of a quasi-free qq pair into two photons.
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• Test DVCS in Timelike Regime

• J=0 Fixed pole: q2 independent

• Analytic Continuation of GPDs 

• Light-Front Wavefunctions

• charge asymmetry from interference
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Processes of interest: Processes of interest: 
!"!"--process is not only background but also signal!process is not only background but also signal!
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pp→ Λc(cud)D0(cu)p

p

σ(pp→ cX)

Total open charm cross section at threshold

σ(pp→ cX) " 1µb

needed to explain Krisch ANN

Compare with strangeness channels

pp→ Λ(sud)K+(su)p

pp→ Λc(cud)D0(cu)p

p

σ(pp→ cX)

Total open charm cross section at threshold

σ(pp→ cX) " 1µb

needed to explain Krisch ANN

Compare with strangeness channels

pp→ Λ(sud)K+(su)p

γ

γ

dσ
dt (p̄p→ γγ) at fixed angle, large pT

dσ
dt (p̄p→ γγ) = F (t/s)

s6

Tests PQCD and AdS/CFT Conformal Scaling

Angle-Independent J=0 Fixed Pole Contribution:

M(p̄p→ γγ) = F (s) ∝ 1
s2

Local Two-Photon 
(Seagull) Interaction 

dσ

dt
(p̄p→ γγ) ∝ 1

s6

Close, Gunion, sjb
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Measure a# antiproton + proton exclusive channels
pp→ γγ

PQCD: No handbag dominance
for real photons

J = 0 fixed pole from
local qq → γγ interactions

pp→ γπ0

pp→ K+K−

p
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Further processes of interest:Further processes of interest:

Another Another „„distribution amplitudedistribution amplitude““
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Quark Interchange
(Spin exchange in atom-

atom scattering)

Gluon Exchange
(Van der Waal -- 

Landshoff)
dσ
dt = |M(s,t)|2

sntot−2

M(t, u)interchange ∝ 1
ut2
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MIT Bag Model (de Tar), large  NC,  (‘t Hooft), AdS/CFT
 all predict dominance of quark interchange:
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Quarks travel freely within cavity as long as
separation z < z0 = 1

ΛQCD

LFWFs obey conformal symmetry producing
quark counting rules.

Remarkable prediction of AdS/CFT:  
Dominance of quark interchange

QIM

p

d

u p

p

u u

u

d

p

5-2005
8717A1

⬅ ⬅

Why is quark-interchange dominant over gluon
exchange?

Example: M(K+p→ K+p) ∝ 1
ut2

Exchange of common u quark

MQIM =
∫

d2k⊥dx ψ†
Cψ†

D∆ψAψB

Holographic model (Classical level):

Hadrons enter 5th dimension of AdS5
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AdS/CFT explains why  
quark interchange is 

dominant 
interaction at high 
momentum transfer 

in exclusive reactions

Non-linear Regge behavior:

αR(t)→ −1

z = ζ

κ4

β = 0

B(0) = 0 Fock-state-by-Fock state

qR,L = qx ± iqy

ψ(x, b⊥)

148

dσ
dt = |M(s,t)|2

sntot−2

M(t, u)interchange ∝ 1
ut2

σ

|b⊥|

ψ(σ, b⊥)

A(σ, b⊥) =
1

2π

∫
dζeiσζÃ(b⊥, ζ)

Quark Interchange
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pp→ K+K−

M(pp→ K+K−) ∝ 1
us2

dσ
dt ∝

1
s6u2

pd→ pd

pd→ π−p

dσ
dt (pd→ π−p) = F (θcm)

s12

π−

K+

K−

p

p

pp→ K+K−

M(pp→ K+K−) ∝ 1
us2

dσ
dt ∝

1
s6u2

K+

K−

p

p

pp→ K+K−

M(pp→ K+K−) ∝ 1
us2

dσ
dt ∝

1
s6u2

K+

K−

p

p

pp→ K+K−

M(pp→ K+K−) ∝ 1
us2

dσ
dt ∝

1
s6u2

K+

K−

p

p

pp→ K+K−

M(pp→ K+K−) ∝ 1
us2

dσ
dt ∝

1
s6u2

s

u

d

ud

K+

K−

p

s

u

d

ud

K+

K−

p

s

u

d

ud

K+

K−

p

s

u

u

d

ud

K+

K−

p

p

pp→ K+K−

s↔ t t↔ u crossing of K+p→ K+p

M(pp→ K+K−) ∝ 1
ts2

dσ
dt ∝

1
s6t2

pd→ pd

p

p

pp→ K+K−

s↔ t t↔ u crossing of K+p→ K+p

M(pp→ K+K−) ∝ 1
ts2

dσ
dt ∝

1
s6t2

pd→ pd

p

p

pp→ K+K−

s↔ t t↔ u crossing of K+p→ K+p

M(pp→ K+K−) ∝ 1
ts2

dσ
dt ∝

1
s6t2

pd→ pd

at large t, u

s

u

u

d

ud

K+
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pp→∆++∆0 → (pπ+) + (pπ−)

Measure Ratio

dσ
dt (pp→∆++∆0) : dσ

dt (pp→ pp)

Test dσ
dt = F (θcm)

s10

AdS/CFT conformal scaling

Test u-quark interchange dominance
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s10

AdS/CFT conformal scaling
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dσ
dt (pp→∆++∆0) : dσ

dt (pp→ pp)

Test dσ
dt = F (θcm)

s10

AdS/CFT conformal scaling

Test u-quark interchange dominance
Test Hadron Helicity Conservation:

λ∆++ + λ∆− = λp + λp = −1,0,+1.

Polarization Correlations ANN “Exclusive Transver-
sity”

Single-Spin Asymmetry AN of ∆

Color Transparency

Test Hadron Helicity Conservation:

λ∆++ + λ∆− = λp + λp = −1,0,+1.

Polarization Correlations ANN “Exclusive Transver-
sity”

Single-Spin Asymmetry AN of ∆

Color Transparency

M ∝ 1
u2t2

pp→∆++∆0 → (pπ+) + (pπ−)

Measure Ratio

dσ
dt (pp→∆++∆0) : dσ

dt (pp→ pp)

Test dσ
dt = F (θcm)

s10

AdS/CFT conformal scaling

Test quark interchange mechanism

pp→∆++∆0 → (pπ+) + (pπ−)

Measure Ratio

dσ
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Measure Ratio
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AdS/CFT conformal scaling

Test u-quark interchange dominanceu d

M ∝ 1
u2t2
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3

2

1
x

N

!

x

x

Figure 1: Nucleon pole contribution to the soft pion theorem for generalized πN distribution
amplitudes.

in Fig. 1. The contribution of this diagram is strongly suppressed for W − Wth " mπ but
for W − Wth ∼ mπ it becomes significant, see Eqs.(24,25).

Let us start from the calculation of the first (commutator) term in Eq. (5). Since the
chiral rotation of the trilocal quark operator O does not change its twist Eq. (5) allows us
to express generalized πN DAs at the threshold in terms of nucleon DAs.

We write the nucleon DA in terms of functions φS(x) and φA(x) which are symmetric
and antisymmetric respectively under x1 ↔ x3 (1 and 3 are quarks with parallel helicities)
[4, 11]. For the proton we have

|p ↑〉 =
φS(x)√

6
|2u↑d↓u↑ − u↑u↓d↑ − d↑u↓u↑〉

+
φA(x)√

2
|u↑u↓d↑ − d↑u↓u↑〉 . (6)

The distribution amplitude for neutron can be obtained from the above expression by the
replacement u ↔ d.

Applying the general soft pion theorem (5) we express the distribution amplitudes of
various πN systems at the threshold in terms of the nucleon DAs φS(x) and φA(x):

|p ↑ π0〉 =
φS(x)

2
√

6fπ

|6u↑d↓u↑ + u↑u↓d↑ + d↑u↓u↑〉

−
φA(x)

2
√

2fπ

|u↑u↓d↑ − d↑u↓u↑〉 , (7)

|n ↑ π+〉 =
φS(x)√

12fπ

|2u↑d↓u↑ − 3 u↑u↓d↑ − 3 d↑u↓u↑〉

−
φA(x)

2fπ

|u↑u↓d↑ − d↑u↓u↑〉 . (8)

The DAs of the neutral πN systems can be obtained by the trivial replacement u ↔ d.
Now we can compute the threshold amplitudes A(γ∗N → πN ′) at large Q2 combining

the factorization theorem (4) with the expressions for πN DAs (7,8). The technique of
calculations of the hard part T (x, y, Q2) is standard and can be found, e.g. in refs. [4, 10].

∗Longitudinally polarized photon gives a power suppressed contribution for Q2 ) Λ2.

3

P. V. Pobylitsa, V. Polyakov
and M. Strikman,
“Soft pion theorems for hard near-threshold
pion production,”
Phys. Rev. Lett. 87, 022001 (2001)

Soft-pion theorem relates
near-threshold pion production
to the nucleon distribution amplitude.

Test QCD scaling in hard exclusive nuclear
amplitudes

P. V. Pobylitsa, V. Polyakov
and M. Strikman,
“Soft pion theorems for hard near-threshold
pion production,”
Phys. Rev. Lett. 87, 022001 (2001)

Soft-pion theorem relates
near-threshold pion production
to the nucleon distribution amplitude.

Test QCD scaling in hard exclusive nuclear
amplitudes

P. V. Pobylitsa, V. Polyakov
and M. Strikman,
“Soft pion theorems for hard near-threshold
pion production,”
Phys. Rev. Lett. 87, 022001 (2001)

Soft-pion theorem relates
near-threshold pion production
to the nucleon distribution amplitude.

Small pπ invariant mass; low relative velocity

Conformal Scaling, AdS/CFT

dσ
dt (pp→ (π−p) + p) = F (θcm)

s10

Same scaling as

dσ
dt (pp→ pp) = F (θcm)

s10

No extra fall-off

Test QCD scaling in hard exclusive nuclear
amplitudes

Manifestations of Hidden Color in Deuteron
Wavefunction

dσ
dt (pp→ (π−p) + p) = F (θcm)

s10

Same scaling as

dσ
dt (pp→ pp) = F (θcm)

s10

No extra fall-off

Test QCD scaling in hard exclusive nuclear
amplitudes

Manifestations of Hidden Color in Deuteron
Wavefunction

Measure antiproton-proton scattering

M ∝ 1
s2u2

dσ
dt (pp→ (πp)p) = F (θcm)

s10

1. Total Annihilation. The antiproton and
proton can annihilate into a multi-hadron
inclusive state, a system potentially rich
in gluonic matter. Specific predictions
for the inclusive distributions can be made

Measure antiproton-proton scattering

M ∝ 1
s2u2

dσ
dt (pp→ (πp)p) = F (θcm)

s10

dσ
dt (pp→ pp) = F (θcm)

s10

1. Total Annihilation. The antiproton and
proton can annihilate into a multi-hadron
inclusive state, a system potentially rich
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The remarkable anomalies of 
proton-proton scattering 

• Double spin correlations

• Single spin correlations

• Color transparency

153
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Ideas for CarlFest

May 4, 2005

Spin Correlations in Elastic p− p Scattering
RNN

pT

Collisions Between Spinning Protons (A. D. Krisch)
Scientific American, 255, 42-50 (August, 1987).

1

Ratio reaches 4:1 !

Ideas for CarlFest

May 4, 2005

Spin Correlations in Elastic p− p Scattering
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pT

Collisions Between Spinning Protons (A. D. Krisch)
Scientific American, 255, 42-50 (August, 1987).
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Ideas for CarlFest

May 4, 2005

Spin Correlations in Elastic p− p Scattering
RNN

pT

Collisions Between Spinning Protons (A. D. Krisch)
Scientific American, 255, 42-50 (August, 1987).

AN

plab√
s

1

Ideas for CarlFest

May 4, 2005

Spin Correlations in Elastic p− p Scattering
RNN

pT

Collisions Between Spinning Protons (A. D. Krisch)
Scientific American, 255, 42-50 (August, 1987).

1

pp→ Λc(cud)D0(cu)p

p

σ(pp→ cX)

Total open charm cross section at threshold

σ(pp→ cX) " 1µb

needed to explain Krisch ANN

Compare with strangeness channels

pp→ Λ(sud)K+(su)p

pp→ Λc(cud)D0(cu)p

p

σ(pp→ cX)

Total open charm cross section at threshold

σ(pp→ cX) " 1µb
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Total open charm cross section at threshold
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pp→ Λ(sud)K+(su)p

pp→ Λc(cud)D0(cu)p

p

σ(pp→ cX)

Total open charm cross section at threshold

σ(pp→ cX) " 1µb

needed to explain Krisch ANN

Compare with strangeness channels

pp→ Λ(sud)K+(su)p

↑ ↑

• Measure Elastic Proton-Proton Scattering

dσ
dt (pp → pp) at large pT .

Test PQCD AdS/CFT conformal scaling:
twist = dimension - spin = 12

M(s, t) ∼ F (t/s)
s4

dσ
dt (pp → pp) ∼ |F (t/s)|2

s10

↑ ↑

• Measure Elastic Proton-Proton Scattering

dσ
dt (pp → pp) at large pT .

Test PQCD AdS/CFT conformal scaling:
twist = dimension - spin = 12

M(s, t) ∼ F (t/s)
s4

dσ
dt (pp → pp) ∼ |F (t/s)|2

s10

polarization normal to scattering plane

A. Krisch, Sci. Am. 257 (1987) 
“The results challenge the prevailing theory that describes the 

proton’s structure and forces”
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Unexpected 

spin effects

 in pp 

elastic scattering

larger t region can be 
explored in 
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ANN for pp→ pp

φ(x, Q0) ∝
√

x(1− x)

pp→ ppJ/ψ

pp→ pΛcD

pp→ γγ

PQCD: No handbag dominance
for real photons

pp→ Λc(cud)D0(cu)p

p

σ(pp→ cX)

Total open charm cross section at threshold

σ(pp→ cX) " 1µb

needed to explain Krisch ANN

Compare with strangeness channels
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[112]

Exclusive Processes in QCD and Light-Front Wavefunctions

S. Brodsky

   

Return

Strangeness Charm
p Δ
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Spin-dependence at large-PT (90°cm):

Hard scattering takes place 
only with spins ↑↑

A. Krisch, Sci. Am. 257 (1987) 
“The results challenge the prevailing theory that 

describes the proton’s structure and forces”

Coincidence?: Quenching of Color 
Transparency

Coincidence?: Charm and 
Strangeness Thresholds

“Exclusive 
Transversity”

Alternative:  Six-Quark 
Hidden-Color Resonances

Ideas for CarlFest

May 4, 2005

Spin Correlations in Elastic p− p Scattering
RNN

pT

Collisions Between Spinning Protons (A. D. Krisch)
Scientific American, 255, 42-50 (August, 1987).

1

Ideas for CarlFest

May 4, 2005

Spin Correlations in Elastic p− p Scattering
RNN

pT

Collisions Between Spinning Protons (A. D. Krisch)
Scientific American, 255, 42-50 (August, 1987).

1

Ideas for CarlFest

May 4, 2005

Spin Correlations in Elastic p− p Scattering
RNN

pT

Collisions Between Spinning Protons (A. D. Krisch)
Scientific American, 255, 42-50 (August, 1987).

AN

plab√
s

1
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p

u

u

c

c– 

c

c– 

d

p

p

u

u

d

p

5-2005
8717A3

QCD 
Schwinger-Sommerfeld 
Enhancement at Heavy 

Quark Threshold
Hebecker, Kuhn, sjb

S. J. Brodsky and G. F. de Teramond, “Spin
Correlations, QCD Color Transparency And
Heavy Quark Thresholds In Proton Proton
Scattering,” Phys. Rev. Lett. 60, 1924 (1988).

Quark Interchange + 8-Quark Resonance

|uuduudcc̄ > Strange and Charm Octoquark!

M = 3 GeV, M = 5 GeV.

J = L = S = 1, B = 2
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Quark Interchange + 8-Quark Resonance

|uuduudcc̄ > Strange and Charm Octoquark!

M = 3 GeV, M = 5 GeV.

J = L = S = 1, B = 2

S. J. Brodsky and G. F. de Teramond, “Spin
Correlations, QCD Color Transparency And
Heavy Quark Thresholds In Proton Proton
Scattering,” Phys. Rev. Lett. 60, 1924 (1988).

Quark Interchange + 8-Quark Resonance

|uuduudcc̄ > Strange and Charm Octoquark!

M = 3 GeV, M = 5 GeV.

J = L = S = 1, B = 2
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Open Charm
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• New QCD physics in proton-proton elastic 
scattering at the charm threshold

• Anomalously large charm production at threshold!!?

• Octoquark resonances?

• Color Transparency disappears at charm threshold

• Key physics at GSI: second charm threshold

162

pp→ ppJ/ψ

pp→ pΛcD

pp→ γγ

PQCD: No handbag dominance
for real photons

J = 0 fixed pole from
local qq → γγ interactions

pp→ γπ0

162
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Color Transparency

• Fundamental test of gauge theory in hadron physics

• Small color dipole moments interact weakly in nuclei

• Complete coherence at high energies

• Clear Demonstration of CT from Diffractive Di-Jets

Bertsch, Gunion, Goldhaber, sjb
A. H. Mueller,  sjb
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Color Transparency Ratio

J. L. S. Aclander et al.,
“Nuclear transparency in θCM = 900

quasielastic A(p,2p) reactions,”
Phys. Rev. C 70, 015208 (2004), [arXiv:nucl-
ex/0405025].

S. J. Brodsky and G. F. de Teramond, “Spin
Correlations, QCD Color Transparency And
Heavy Quark Thresholds In Proton Proton
Scattering,” Phys. Rev. Lett. 60, 1924 (1988).

Quark Interchange + 8-Quark Resonance
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We can relate the experimentally observed quantity TCH to

the convolution of the fundamental pp cross section with a

nuclear momentum distribution n!! ,p!mT",

TCH = Tpp#
!1

!2

d!# d2P!mTn!!,P!mT"

d"

dt
pp!s!!""

d"

dt
pp!s0"

, !15"

where s and s0 are defined by Eq. (5). Further noting that for
fixed beam energy the ratio of pp cross sections in Eq. (15) is
well approximated with a function of ! only, we can also

write

TCH = Tpp#
!1

!2

d!N!!"

d"

dt
pp!s!!""

d"

dt
pp!s0"

. !16"

Finally, if the range !!1 ,!2" is restricted to a narrow interval
around unity, we see that the relationship between the con-

ventional definition of nuclear transparency Tpp and the ex-

perimentally measured ratio TCH reduces to a simple propor-

tionality,

TCH $ TppN!1"!!2 ! !1" . !17"

Our actual determination of the normalization of Tpp will

be directly obtained from Eq. (15) with the evaluation of the
integral by the Monte Carlo method, including a weighting

of the integrand by experimental acceptance. The shape of

the nuclear momentum distribution, taken from work by Ref.

[32], is used to calculate these integrals. With the normaliza-
tion fixed, a Monte Carlo program is used to select a region

of c.m. angular range where the geometrical acceptance is

the same for elastic and quasielastic events. Typically this

corresponds to a range of 86° to 90°c.m. as given in Table I.

E. Nuclear transparency for E850

The evaluation of the integral given in Eq. (15) using the
form the momentum distribution in Eq. (12) yields the
nuclear transparency, Tpp, given in Table I. Now the mea-

sured nuclear transparency can be directly compared to the

nuclear transparency calculated in the Glauber model [12].
The limits of the Glauber prediction are shown as the two

horizontal lines in Fig. 11(b). The limits of the Glauber pre-
diction and uncertainty were calculated using published as-

sumptions [33]. The magnitude of the Glauber nuclear trans-
parency is uncertain at the level indicated but there is a

general consensus that Glauber model predicts no significant

energy dependence for nuclear transparency in this momen-

tum range. However, from the pure perturbative quantum

chromodynamics (pQCD) perspective it is unclear what
would generate a scale for a peak in the nuclear transparency

near 9.5 GeV/c. The probability that the E850 result for the

carbon transparency is consistent with the band of Glauber

values is less than 0.3%, and compared to a best fit with a

constant transparency of 0.24, the probability is less than

0.8%.

F. Deuteron transparency

For the earlier experimental run of E850, we used CD2 as

well as CH2 targets. With an appropriate C subtraction we

are able to obtain a D/H transparency as given in Eq. (18),

TDH =
RCD2

! RC

RCH2
! RC

. !18"

We include essentially all of the deuteron wave function by

using an expanded !0 interval, 0.85#!0#1.05. The TDH
transparencies for incident 5.9 and 7.5 GeV/c are 1.06±0.07

and 1.10±0.10 as listed in Table I. The fact that they are

consistent with 1.0 provides a further check on the normal-

ization of the nuclear transparency. Further details are to be

found in Ref. [28].

G. Discussion of angular dependence

Figure 12 shows the angular dependence as well as the

momentum dependence for the carbon transparencies from

E850 as reported in Ref. [1]. There is a significant decrease

FIG. 11. (a) (top frame) The nuclear transparency ratio TCH as a
function of beam momentum. (b) (bottom frame) The nuclear trans-
parency Tpp as a function of the incident beam momentum. The

events in these plots are selected using the cuts of Eq. (9), and a
restriction on the polar angles as described in the text. The errors

shown here are statistical errors, which dominate for these

measurements.
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We summarize the results of two experimental programs at the Alternating Gradient Synchrotron of BNL to

measure the nuclear transparency of nuclei measured in the A"p ,2p# quasielastic scattering process near 90° in
the pp center of mass. The incident momenta varied from 5.9 to 14.4 GeV/c, corresponding to

4.8!Q2!12.7 "GeV/c#2. Taking into account the motion of the target proton in the nucleus, the effective
incident momenta extended from 5.0 to 15.8 GeV/c. First, we describe the measurements with the newer

experiment, E850, which had more complete kinematic definition of quasielastic events. E850 covered a larger

range of incident momenta, and thus provided more information regarding the nature of the energy dependence

of the nuclear transparency. In E850 the angular dependence of the nuclear transparency near 90° and the

nuclear transparency deuterons were studied. Second, we review the techniques used in an earlier experiment,

E834, and show that the two experiments are consistent for the carbon data. E834 also determines the nuclear

transparencies for lithium, aluminum, copper, and lead nuclei as well as for carbon. A determination of the

""+ ,"+p# transparencies is also reported. We find for both E850 and E834 that the A"p ,2p# nuclear transpar-
ency, unlike that for A"e ,e!p# nuclear transparency, is incompatible with a constant value versus energy as
predicted by Glauber calculations. The A"p ,2p# nuclear transparency for carbon and aluminum increases by a
factor of two between 5.9 and 9.5 GeV/c incident proton momentum. At its peak the A"p ,2p# nuclear trans-
parency is $80% of the constant A"e ,e!p# nuclear transparency. Then the nuclear transparency falls back to a
value at least as small as that at 5.9 GeV/c, and is compatible with the Glauber level again. This oscillating

behavior is generally interpreted as an interplay between two components of the pN scattering amplitude; one

short ranged and perturbative, and the other long ranged and strongly absorbed in the nuclear medium. A study

of the A dependent nuclear transparency indicates that the effective cross section varies with incident momen-

tum and is considerably smaller than the free pN cross section. We suggest a number of experiments for further

studies of nuclear transparency effects.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevC.70.015208 PACS number(s): 13.85.Dz

I. INTRODUCTION

If the nucleons in a nucleus were at rest and very lightly
bound, then nuclear transparency for A"p ,2p# reactions as

illustrated in Fig. 1 would simply be the ratio of the differ-
ential cross section for quasielastic scattering from the pro-
tons in the nucleus (e.g., carbon), to the differential cross
section for free pp scattering corrected for the number of
protons in the nucleus, Z. The nuclear transparency is then a
measure of the survival probability for the protons to enter
and exit the nucleus without interacting with the spectator
nucleons in the target nucleus. The actual situation is signifi-
cantly complicated by the momentum and binding energy
distributions described by the spectral function of the protons
in the nucleus. Note that in this paper we will be implicitly
integrating the spectral functions over the binding energy
distributions and considering only the nuclear momentum
distributions. Even with the assumption that the scattering
can be factorized, a detailed knowledge of the behavior of
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Color Transparency fails 
when Ann is large 
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Eva 
Experiment  

BNL

Rapid Angular Variation!

Bunce, Carroll, 
Heppelman...
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[125]

Exclusive Processes in QCD and Light-Front Wavefunctions

S. Brodsky

   

Return

Test Color Transparency 

Ideas for CarlFest

May 4, 2005

dσ
dt (pA→ pp(A− 1))→ Z × dσ

dt (pp→ pp)
Spin Correlations in Elastic p− p Scattering
RNN

pT

Collisions Between Spinning Protons (A. D. Krisch)
Scientific American, 255, 42-50 (August, 1987).

AN

plab√
s

1

A.H. Mueller, SJB

Traditional Glauber Theory: σA ∼ Z1/3σp

No absorption of small color dipole
at high pT

Key test of local gauge theory

Dffractively Excite Tri-jet Structure of
Proton Light-Front Wavefunction

pp→ jet jet jet + p

M = 10 GeV

∆pl = 100GeV2

80GeV = 1.2 GeV

No absorption of small color dipole
at high pT

Key test of local gauge theory

Dffractively Excite Tri-jet Structure of
Proton Light-Front Wavefunction

pp→ jet jet jet + p

M = 10 GeV

∆pl = 100GeV2

80GeV = 1.2 GeV
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Theory: 
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Diffractive Dissociation of Pion  
into Quark Jets

Measure Light-Front Wavefunction of Pion

Minimal momentum transfer to nucleus
Nucleus left Intact!

E791 Ashery et al.

170

M ∝ ∂2

∂2k⊥
ψπ(x, k⊥)

F2
A(q2⊥) ∼ e−

1
3R2

Aq2⊥

∆Pz =
M2

final−M2
initial

2ELab

LIoffe = 1
∆Pz

∼ 2Elab
M2

qq̄

For Eπ
Lab = 500GeV,

M2
qq̄ < 50GeV2
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E791 Collaboration, E. Aitala et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 86, 4773 (2001)

A-Dependence results: σ ∝ Aα

kt range (GeV/c) α α (CT)

1.25 < kt < 1.5 1.64 +0.06 -0.12 1.25

1.5 < kt < 2.0 1.52 ± 0.12 1.45

2.0 < kt < 2.5 1.55 ± 0.16 1.60

α (Incoh.) = 0.70 ± 0.1

171

Measure pion LFWF in diffractive dijet production 
Confirmation of color transparency 

Mueller, sjb; Bertsch et al; 
Frankfurt, Miller, Strikman

Conventional Glauber Theory Ruled 
Out ! 

Factor of 7

Ashery E791 
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Key Ingredients in  E791 Experiment

Small color-dipole moment pion not absorbed; 
interacts with each nucleon coherently 

QCD COLOR Transparency

q

q̄

g

π
q

q̄

g

π

q

q̄

g

π
N

M ∝ i s α2
s bπ

⊥ bN
⊥

σ ∝ α4
s (bπ

⊥)2 (bN
⊥)2

M ∝ b⊥

M ∝ s

q

q̄

Target left intact

Brodsky Mueller
Frankfurt Miller Strikman

Diffraction, Rapidity gap

MA = A MN

dσ
dt (πA → qq̄A′) = A2 dσ

dt (πN → qq̄N ′) F2
A(t)

M ∝ i s α2
s bπ

⊥ bN
⊥

σ ∝ α4
s (bπ

⊥)2 (bN
⊥)2

M ∝ b⊥

M ∝ s

q

MA = A MN

dσ
dt (πA → qq̄A′) = A2 dσ

dt (πN → qq̄N ′) F2
A(t)

M ∝ i s α2
s bπ

⊥ bN
⊥

σ ∝ α4
s (bπ

⊥)2 (bN
⊥)2

M ∝ b⊥

M ∝ s

q
172

A

A′

σ = x− = ct − x3

x+ = ct + x3

x1

x2

log10 Q2(GeV2)

A

A′

σ = x− = ct − x3

x+ = ct + x3

x1

x2

log10 Q2(GeV2)
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Deuteron Photodisintegration  and  Dimensional Counting 

PQCD and AdS/CFT:

sntot−2dσdt (A+B→C+D) =
FA+B→C+D(θCM)

s11dσdt (γd→ np) = F(θCM)

ntot−2=
(1 + 6 + 3+ 3 ) - 2 = 11

at s ! 9 GeV2

γd→ (uuddducc̄)→ np

at s ! 25 GeV2

d

c

c̄

g

at s ! 9 GeV2

γd→ (uuddducc̄)→ np

at s ! 25 GeV2

d

c

c̄

g

at s ! 9 GeV2

γd→ (uuddducc̄)→ np

at s ! 25 GeV2

d

c

c̄

g

γ

γd→ pΛcD−

γd→ pΛK0

D−(c̄d)

K0(s̄d)

γd→ np

γd→ (uuddduss̄)→ np

P.Rossi et al, P.R.L. 94, 012301 (2005)
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Test QCD scaling in hard exclusive nuclear
amplitudes

Manifestations of Hidden Color in Deuteron
Wavefunction

pp→ dπ+

pd→ pd

Test QCD scaling in hard exclusive nuclear
amplitudes

Manifestations of Hidden Color in Deuteron
Wavefunction

pp→ dπ+

pd→ pd

pp→ Λc(cud)D0(cu)p

p

σ(pp→ cX)

Total open charm cross section at threshold

σ(pp→ cX) " 1µb

needed to explain Krisch ANN

Compare with strangeness channels

pp→ Λ(sud)K+(su)p

pp→ Λc(cud)D0(cu)p

p

σ(pp→ cX)

Total open charm cross section at threshold

σ(pp→ cX) " 1µb

needed to explain Krisch ANN

Compare with strangeness channels

pp→ Λ(sud)K+(su)p

Test QCD scaling in hard exclusive nuclear
amplitudes

Manifestations of Hidden Color in Deuteron
Wavefunction

pp→ dπ+

pd→ pd

Test QCD scaling in hard exclusive nuclear
amplitudes

Manifestations of Hidden Color in Deuteron
Wavefunction

pp→ dπ+

pd→ pd

Conformal Scaling, AdS/CFT

dσ
dt (pp→ dπ+) = F (θcm)

s12

pd→ π−p

π−

pp→ p + "+"−+ p

Measure antiproton-proton scattering

M ∝ 1
s2u2

dσ
dt (pp→ (πp)p) = F (θcm)

s10

pd→ π−p

π−

pp→ p + "+"−+ p

Measure antiproton-proton scattering

M ∝ 1
s2u2

dσ
dt (pp→ (πp)p) = F (θcm)

s10

pd→ pd

pd→ π−p

dσ
dt (pd→ π−p) = F (θcm)

s12

π−

pd→ pd

pd→ π−p

dσ
dt (pd→ π−p) = F (θcm)

s12

π−

p̄d→ nγ
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Deuteron Reduced Form Factor

! Pion Form Factor×15%

• 15% Hidden Color in the Deuteron
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• Remarkable Test of Quark Counting Rules

• Deuteron Photo-Disintegration γd → np 

•

γd→ np

dσ
dt = F (t/s)

sntot−2

ntot = 1 + 6 + 3 + 3 = 13

γd→ np

dσ
dt = F (t/s)

sntot−2

ntot = 1 + 6 + 3 + 3 = 13

Scaling characteristic of
scale-invariant theory at short distances

Conformal symmetry

Hidden color: dσ

dt
(γd→∆++∆−) #

dσ

dt
(γd→ pn)

at high pT

M =
∫ ∏

dxidyiφF (x, Q̃)×TH(xi, yi, Q̃)φI(yi, Q̃)

t = m2
π

αs →
√

αs

Ratio predicted to approach 2:5

Compare

dp →∆++∆−+ p

dp → p n + p

at high t.

Use deuteron beam

↑ ↑
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General remarks about orbital angular mo-
mentum

!R⊥

xi
!R⊥+!b⊥i

∑n
i
!b⊥i = !0⊥

∑n
i xi = 1

∑n
i=1(xi

!P⊥+ !k⊥i) = !P⊥

xi
!P⊥+ !k⊥i

∑n
i

!k⊥i = !0⊥

∑n
i xi = 1

P+, !P+

xiP
+, xi

!P⊥+ !k⊥i

ẑ

!L = !R× !P

!Li = (xi
!R⊥+!b⊥i)× !P

!"i = !b⊥i × !k⊥i

!"i = !Li − xi
!R⊥ × !P = !b⊥i × !P

A(σ,∆⊥) = 1
2π

∫
dζe

i
2σζM(ζ,∆⊥)

P+, $P⊥

xiP
+, xi

$P⊥+ $k⊥i

ζ = Q2

2p·q

ẑ

$L = $R× $P

$Li = (xi
$R⊥+$b⊥i)× $P

Deuteron Light-Front Wavefunction

P+ = P0 + Pz

xi = k+

P+ = k0+k3

P0+Pz

ψ(σ, b⊥)

β = dαs(Q2)
d lnQ2 < 0

u

ū

E′ = E − ν, &q

P+ = P0 + Pz

Fixed τ = t + z/c

xi = k+

P+ = k0+k3

P0+Pz

ψ(σ, b⊥)

β = dαs(Q2)
d lnQ2 < 0

u

178

deuteron

Two color-singlet combinations  of  three 3C

n

p

ψd(xi,"k⊥i) = ψbody
d × ψn × ψp

Antiquark interacts with target nucleus at
energy ŝ ∝ 1

xbj

Regge contribution: σq̄N ∼ ŝαR−1 gives F2N ∼
x1−αR

Nonsinglet Kuti-Weisskoff F2p − F2n ∝
√

xbj
at small xbj.

Shadowing of σq̄M produces shadowing of
nuclear structure function.

Weak binding:
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General remarks about orbital angular mo-
mentum

!R⊥

xi
!R⊥+!b⊥i

∑n
i
!b⊥i = !0⊥

∑n
i xi = 1

∑n
i=1(xi

!P⊥+ !k⊥i) = !P⊥

xi
!P⊥+ !k⊥i

∑n
i

!k⊥i = !0⊥

∑n
i xi = 1

General remarks about orbital angular mo-
mentum

Ψn(xi,!k⊥i, λi)

∑n
i=1(xi

!R⊥+!b⊥i) = !R⊥

xi
!R⊥+!b⊥i

∑n
i
!b⊥i = !0⊥

∑n
i xi = 1

179

deuteron

5 X 5  Matrix Evolution Equation  for deuteron 
distribution amplitude

d

Evolution of 5 color-singlet Fock states 

Φn(xi, Q) =
∫ k2

⊥i<Q2
Π′d2k⊥jψn(xi,"k⊥j)

n = 1 · · ·5

y =
∑3

i=1 xi

"#⊥ =
∑3

i=1
"k⊥i

1
9 np, 4

45 ∆∆, 4
5 hiddencolor

θcm = 90o

ψd(xi,"k⊥i) = ψbody
d × ψn × ψp
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dσ
dt (γd→ Δ++Δ−)# dσ

dt (γd→ pn) at high Q2

dσ
dt (γd→ Δ++Δ−)# dσ

dt (γd→ pn) at high Q2

Lepage, Ji, sjb
• Deuteron six quark wavefunction:

•  5 color-singlet combinations of 6 color-triplets -- 
one state  is |n  p>

• Components evolve towards equality at short 
distances

• Hidden color states dominate deuteron form 
factor and photodisintegration at high 
momentum transfer

• Predict 

Hidden Color in QCD

Ratio  = 2/5 for asymptotic wf
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Hidden Color 
Fock State

Delta-Delta 
Fock State

Shadowing of σq̄M produces shadowing of
nuclear structure function.

γ

R =
dσ
dt (γd→∆++∆−−)

dσ
dt (γd→pn)

should be an increasing function of t.

At small t one can generate ∆++∆− from
np by final-state π+ exchange. However, the

Test of Hidden Color in Deuteron Photodisintegration

ratio should grow with transverse momen-
tum as the hidden color component of the
deuteron grows in strength.

dσ
dt (γd→∆++∆−)

γd→ pΛcD−

γd→ pΛK0

D−(c̄d)

K0(s̄d)
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Shadowing of σq̄M produces shadowing of
nuclear structure function.

γ

R =
dσ
dt (γd→∆++∆−−)

dσ
dt (γd→pn)

should be an increasing function of t.

At small t one can generate ∆++∆− from
np by final-state π+ exchange. However, the

Compare

dp →∆++∆−+ p

dp → p n + p

at high t.

Use deuteron beam

↑ ↑

• Measure Elastic Proton-Proton Scattering

Compare

dp →∆++∆−+ p

dp → p n + p

at high t.

Use deuteron beam

↑ ↑

• Measure Elastic Proton-Proton Scattering

Test QCD scaling in hard exclusive nuclear
amplitudes

Manifestations of Hidden Color in Deuteron
Wavefunction

pp→ dπ+

pd→ pd

pp→ Λc(cud)D0(cu)p

p

σ(pp→ cX)

Total open charm cross section at threshold

σ(pp→ cX) " 1µb

needed to explain Krisch ANN

Compare with strangeness channels

pp→ Λ(sud)K+(su)p

Compare

dp →∆++∆−+ p

dp → p n + p

at high t.

Use deuteron beam

↑ ↑

• Measure Elastic Proton-Proton Scattering

vs.

Ratio predicted to approach 2:5

Compare

dp →∆++∆−+ p

dp → p n + p

at high t.

Use deuteron beam

↑ ↑
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Test of Hidden Color in Deuteron Photodisintegration

Test QCD scaling in hard exclusive nuclear
amplitudes

Manifestations of Hidden Color in Deuteron
Wavefunction

pp→ dπ+

pd→ pd

Shadowing of σq̄M produces shadowing of
nuclear structure function.

γ

R =
dσ
dt (γd→∆++∆−−)

dσ
dt (γd→pn)

should be an increasing function of t.

At small t one can generate ∆++∆− from
np by final-state π+ exchange. However, the

Shadowing of σq̄M produces shadowing of
nuclear structure function.

γ

R =
dσ
dt (γd→∆++∆−−)

dσ
dt (γd→pn)

should be an increasing function of t.

At small t one can generate ∆++∆− from
np by final-state π+ exchange. However, the

Ratio should grow with transverse momentum as the hidden color 
component of the deuteron  grows in strength.

Possible contribution from pion charge exchange at small t.
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Test QCD scaling in hard exclusive nuclear
amplitudes

Manifestations of Hidden Color in Deuteron
Wavefunction

pp→ dπ+

pd→ pd

Test QCD scaling in hard exclusive nuclear
amplitudes

Manifestations of Hidden Color in Deuteron
Wavefunction

pp→ dπ+

pd→ pd

pp→ Λc(cud)D0(cu)p

p

σ(pp→ cX)

Total open charm cross section at threshold

σ(pp→ cX) " 1µb

needed to explain Krisch ANN

Compare with strangeness channels

pp→ Λ(sud)K+(su)p

pp→ Λc(cud)D0(cu)p

p

σ(pp→ cX)

Total open charm cross section at threshold

σ(pp→ cX) " 1µb

needed to explain Krisch ANN

Compare with strangeness channels

pp→ Λ(sud)K+(su)p

Test QCD scaling in hard exclusive nuclear
amplitudes

Manifestations of Hidden Color in Deuteron
Wavefunction

pp→ dπ+

pd→ pd

Test QCD scaling in hard exclusive nuclear
amplitudes

Manifestations of Hidden Color in Deuteron
Wavefunction

pp→ dπ+

pd→ pd

Conformal Scaling, AdS/CFT

dσ
dt (pp→ dπ+) = F (θcm)

s12

pd→ π−p

π−

pp→ p + "+"−+ p

Measure antiproton-proton scattering

M ∝ 1
s2u2

dσ
dt (pp→ (πp)p) = F (θcm)

s10

pd→ π−p

π−

pp→ p + "+"−+ p

Measure antiproton-proton scattering

M ∝ 1
s2u2

dσ
dt (pp→ (πp)p) = F (θcm)

s10

pd→ pd

pd→ π−p

dσ
dt (pd→ π−p) = F (θcm)

s12

π−

Key Experiment at GSI FAIR

p̄d→ π−∆+ ∆+

Ratio predicted to approach 2:5

Compare

dp →∆++∆−+ p

dp → p n + p

at high t.

Use deuteron beam

↑ ↑
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Topics for FAIR in Exclusive Processes
QCD at the Amplitude Level
• Measures of LFWFs, distribution amplitudes, transition distribution am-

plitudes
• Scaling of Fixed-Angle Amplitudes tests conformal window of QCD
• Quark-Interchange Dominance at large pT

• Crossing and Analyticity p̄p → γπ vs. γp → πp
• Timelike GPDs from DVCS p̄p → γ ∗γ, charge and spin asymmetry, J = 0

Local seagull-like Interactions
• Transition to Regge theory at forward and backward angles
• Regge poles αR(t) → −1,−2 at large −t.
• Charm and Charmonium at Threshold
• Odderon Tests
• Second Charm Threshold p̄p → p̄pJ/ψ
• Diffractive Drell-Yan p̄p → %̄%J/ψ
• Exclusive AN , ANN , especially at strange and charm thresholds
• Color Transparency
• Hidden Color of Nuclear Wavefunctions in p̄d reactions
• Exotic q̄q̄qq and gluonium Spectra in pp̄ → γMX
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Topics for FAIR in Di-Muon Production

• Direct Higher Twist Processes

• Single-Spin Asymmetry

• Double Spin Correlation: Transversity

• Lam-Tung Violation in Continuum and J/Psi Production: 
Double ISI

• Role of quark-quark scattering plus bremsstrahlung: color 
dipole approach

• Double Drell-Yan: Glauber vs Handbag

• Associated System - Tetraquark and Gluonium States
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• Mechanisms for Heavy Hadron and       
Quarkonium Production Near Threshold

• Tests of Intrinsic Charm

• Quarkonium Attenuation at High xF

• Non-Universal Anti-Shadowing
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Heavy Quark Topics for FAIR 
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Truth is stranger than fiction, but it is because 
Fiction is obliged to stick to possibilities. 
                              —Mark Twain

• Although we know the QCD Lagrangian, we 
have only begun to understand its remarkable 
properties and features.

• Novel QCD Phenomena: hidden color, color 
transparency, strangeness asymmetry, intrinsic 
charm, anomalous heavy quark phenomena,  
anomalous spin effects, single-spin 
asymmetries, odderon, diffractive deep 
inelastic scattering, dangling gluons, 
shadowing, antishadowing ...
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Thanks to Diego Bettoni
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Testing quantum chromodynamics with antiprotons.
Stanley J. Brodsky (SLAC) . SLAC-PUB-10811, Oct 
2004. 92pp. 
Published in *Varenna 2004, Hadron physics* 345-422 
e-Print Archive: hep-ph/0411046 

  Light-front QCD.
Stanley J. Brodsky (SLAC) . SLAC-PUB-10871, Nov 2004. 66pp. 
Invited lectures and talk presented at the 58th Scottish University Summer School in 
Physics: A NATO Advanced Study Institute and EU Hadronic Physics 13 Summer 
Institute (SUSSP58), St. Andrews, Scotland, 30 Aug - 1 Sep 2004. 
e-Print Archive: hep-ph/0412101 

Some references
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